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Front Page Story

Portugal Braces as
Winter Bites N

CARRIE-MARIE
BRATLEY

Contingency plans have been brought into force in various parts of the
country as the first real cold snap of this winter sinks its teeth in.

P

ortugal’s capital city
Lisbon triggered its
contingency plan to
protect homeless
people from the cold at 5pm on
Wednesday, after the northern
region activated its primary
care contingency plan for cold
weather on Monday.
Lisbon Social Rights’
councillor, Manuel Grilo said,
the council would be opening a
pavilion so the homeless “can
access hot meals, sleep in
decent temperatures and also
find warm clothes”.
“Starting Wednesday
afternoon, from 5pm, we will
declare the Yellow Phase of the
contingency plan for homeless
people, taking into
consideration the drop in
temperature – it will fall
constantly”, Grilo warned.
The country’s Met Office
forecast that minimum
temperatures will stay low at
least until the weekend.
“The tendency is to keep
dropping over the next few
days” said, meteorologist Pedro
Reis Vieira on the TV
programme Bom Dia Portugal,
on Wednesday, elaborating:
“We will continue with low
minimums, frost formation, and
in many places with minimums
that are below zero”.
In addition to the pavilion in
Lisbon, which will stay open
around the clock until the
‘Yellow Phase’ contingency
plan is deactivated, the Lisbon

Metro underground will also be
leaving several stations open
during the night to provide
refuge for the homeless.
According to Grilo, this
solution is so “everyone,
whether or not they have a
problem with getting to the
pavilion or a more structured
situation, can shelter from the
extreme cold weather expected
for the coming days”.
Due to the forecast of icy
temperatures, coupled with the
large number of flu cases and
cold-related ailments brought
on by the snap, health centres
in the Lisbon and Tagus Valley
region have also temporarily
extended their opening hours.
Portugal’s National Medical
Emergency Institute INEM this
week issued a warning due to
the frosty spell.
INEM has advised people to
make sure they stay “warm and
safe”, inside and outside, and
especially overnight.
It urged the most vulnerable
groups, such as children and
the elderly, to take extra care
against the chilly weather,
which it said, can cause
“serious risk or even be lethal to
health”.
“Staying at home can be a
suitable measure for various
situations, but even here there
can also be various hazards
that people should be aware
of”, INEM warned, elaborating:
“Many homes will be cold due
to lack of energy or because the

heating system is not suitable
for temperature. When we are
forced to use heaters and
fireplaces this increases the
risk of fire as well as that of
carbon monoxide poisoning”.
The DGS National Health
Board reiterated INEM’s
message with series of
recommendations on how to
stay warm and healthy during
the chill.
Among others, it urges
people to opt for hot foods and
drinks “such as teas, milk or
soups”.
“In addition, the consumption
of foods that are rich in
vitamins, minerals and
antioxidants (fruits and
vegetables), will also help in
the fight against the cold
because they contribute
towards minimising the
emergence of infections”.
The DGS advises keeping
the body warm: “Wear gloves, a
scarf, a hat/cap, and warm
shoes and clothing”, and using
“several layers of clothing”.
Keeping hydrated with hot
liquids and soups is also
important, the health board
says, as well as being cautious
with slippery surfaces to
prevent falls and “staying in
touch with others, to help them
protect themselves”.
The DGS further urged
people to take extra care with
their choice of indoor heating,
to avoid fires or carbon
monoxide poisoning.

“When using fireplaces,
braziers, wood stoves or gasfired heating equipment, keep
rooms properly ventilated to
avoid the accumulation of
gases that are harmful to
health, preventing accidents
due to carbon monoxide that
can cause intoxication or death”
the DGS advised.
It stressed: “Do not use gas
stoves, oven or charcoal stoves
to heat the house; avoid
sleeping too close to the heat
source, and turn off or put out
heating systems before
bedtime or leaving the house to
prevent fires or poisoning”.
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N News in Brief
British Consul in Tomar
The British Consul, Simona Demuro, along with Regional
Consular Policy Officer, Lorna Geddie, will be in Tomar on Thursday,
17 January, to meet members of the British community in the area to
respond to questions and concerns about the UK’s exit from the
European Union. Simona and Lorna will attend a public session at
Municipal Library from 5pm to 6pm, where they will be interested to
hear of any concerns British residents have about the possible
impact of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU. Places are limited and
registration is therefore essential. Please confirm attendance by
registering at: www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/british-consul-in-tomartickets-54403461217. Registration password for the event is
Tomar. Questions should be sent in advance to:
notarial.portugal@fco.gov.uk.

Loulé country’s most water-resourceful county
The Algarve municipality of Loulé has shown the best national
results in terms of water wastage. According to a piece in Jornal de
Notícias on Tuesday, water wastage has worsened in half of the
country’s counties and the amount of water wasted could fill 281
Olympic swimming pools every day. Nationally, Macedo de
Cavaleiros is the region where most water is wasted, while Loulé was
the most resourceful.

Portuguese fashion hits international catwalks
this weekend
Early-morning frost has covered the town of Chaves
in recent times. The first weekend of January 2019
was marked by a drop in temperature, leading to
the formation of frost across the country. The
coming days will also be cold, especially at night.
(Photo: Pedro Sarmento Costa / Lusa)

Sinkhole swallows car in Albufeira

WEATHER

Portugal sinks into frosty spell
After the recent sharp drop in temperatures, thermometers are forecast to stay low in
coming days, meaning the chilly, wintery weather currently being experienced will
persist a little longer. A yellow weather alert due to the cold will remain in place for most
of the country until Saturday.
Lisbon: Despite crystal clear
skies and being bright and sunny
the capital will feel very cold for
the foreseeable future as clear
skies mean icy temperatures;
maximums will be of around 14
degrees Celsius and minimums
of 3.

Portuguese fashion hits international catwalks again on Saturday,
starting with Men’s Fashion Week in Milan, in Italy, showcasing
‘Winter in Africa’ by designer Miguel Vieira. Viera’s new collection for
autumn/winter 2019-2020 is to be presented at 5.30pm pm local
time. On 16 January Portugal Fashion then heads to the Men’s
Fashion Week in Paris, France, where the designer Hugo Costa is to
present his creations for the sixth consecutive time.

South: Southern Portugal will
also be bright and a couple of
degrees warmer than the rest of
Portugal, especially from
Monday, when some cloudcover moves in. Readings will
range between highs of 17
degrees and lows of 5.

North: Even the north will be
sunny, but still very cold, with
temperatures closer to those of
southern Portugal. The mercury
will rise very gradually towards
the end of the coming week,
when cloud and light showers
are forecast.

A car was swallowed by a sinkhole in Albufeira on Sunday morning.
The incident happened after a gaping crater opened on the Caliços
road following a water-pipe burst. The driver managed to escape
unharmed even though the car was damaged in the incident. The
vehicle had to be removed from the hole by crane.

Volunteering scheme launched to help
Quarteira’s elderly
Elderly residents in Quarteira are to receive help at home from
volunteers. The recently-launched ‘Isolated Elderly’ programme aims
to identify and assist with the needs of the county’s over-65s.
A network of volunteers has been established to help with tasks from
taking the elderly who are considered to be “socially isolated”
shopping or to the pharmacy, out for a walk, and to provide company.
The GNR flagged 45,563 elderly people living alone or in isolation
throughout the country in October 2018, 47 more than in the ‘Senior
Census’ carried out in 2017.
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Tendering process opens to revitalise central Portugal
A public initiative called Portugal Social Innovation launched
a tendering process on Tuesday which is to allocate €1
million for the revitalisation of 19 municipalities in the central
region of the country most affected by wildfires in 2017.

L

Augusto Manuel Filipe, a meat producer from Lousã, who lost 22 goats, 350 bales of
straw and a pavillion that had been built a few months earlier as well several tools in the
devastating 2017 fires. (Photo: José Coelho / Lusa)

Over 1,000 municipalities at ‘high
risk’ of forest fires this year
The Portuguese government has identified 1,142 municipalities with a
high risk of forest fires this year and that need priority intervention, the
Minister of Internal Affairs said, on Tuesday in parliament.
Eduardo Cabrita said,
that the secretaries of state
for civil protection and
forestry have already
concluded “the
identification of priority
areas of risk” based on the

fires in 2018.
According to Cabrita,
703 are considered a first
priority, that is, of higher
risk, and 439 as second.
He stressed that “the
country “has to do a lot

better in forest
cleaning”, and also said
that in 2018, 12,200
fires were recorded, a
44 percent reduction
over the last decade.
TPN/Lusa

aunched under
the Partnerships
for Impact
financing
instrument, the tendering
process aim is to create
incentive programmes
for the development of
innovation and social
entrepreneurship
initiatives.
Portugal Social
Innovation said in a
statement, that these
initiatives are aimed to
propose innovative
solutions to mitigate

social problems in the
areas of health,
education, justice, social
protection, inclusion and
employment.
The Partnerships for
Impact financial
instrument has a
“double aim” to
stimulate the
development of
innovative projects to
resolve social problems
and, on the other hand,
to boost social
investment, with 30
percent of the total cost

of the project being
supported by one or
several social investors
public or private, the
statement adds.
The remaining 70
percent is supported by
the European Social
Fund through an
Operational Programme
for Social Inclusion and
Employment.
The statement adds
that the application
phase ends on 28
February this year.TPN/
Lusa
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Four men arrested at Lisbon airport for attempting
to smuggle €700,000 of live elver to Asia
Portugal’s PSP police force seized 104 kg of live elver,
European eel in the larval phase and a protected species,
which was destined for the Asian market, detaining four men
for practising a crime against nature.

I
Four men have been arrested at Lisbon airport for attempting to smuggle €700,000
worth of live elver eels to Asia in their luggage. (Photo: Paulo Novais/Lusa)

n a statement issued
on Tuesday, the
Lisbon metropolitan
command of the PSP,
in conjunction with the
Institute for the
Conservation of Nature
and Forests (ICNF), said
that they had worked
together on the joint
operation that led on
Monday to the arrests at
the capital’s airport of the
four men, aged between
38 and 50.
The approximate value
of the seizure should it

Couple found shot dead at their home in Algarve city of Lagoa
A Portuguese couple in their 40s was found shot dead at their home in the Algarve city of Lagoa last
Saturday afternoon in an apparent murder-suicide.
Newspaper Correio da
Manhã identified the
victims as 42-year-od
Nuno Guerreiro and his
wife, 48-year-old Lúcia
Rodrigues, and reported
the shooting could have
occurred “hours earlier, or
even the night before”.
According to CM, firefighters were called to the

scene after neighbours
“spotted blood running
under the door”.
Rescue services were
forced to enter the house
on Rua do Infantário in
which the couple had lived
for around one year,
through the window as the
bodies were near the door.
A neighbour said the

man worked in Lagoa
Council’s waste removal
department, while CM
said he was also a hunter.
The newspaper also
revealed that PJ police
were conducting forensic
examinations on the male
victim’s three cars as part
of the investigation, and
the bodies were due to be

autopsied this week.
While PJ police are
investigating the deaths,
according to CM, all
points towards the
shooting being a
suspected murdersuicide, with the man
having shot his wife
before turning the gun on
himself.

have reached the market is
estimated at €700,000,
according to the statement.
The authorities said the
detainees had been under
surveillance and tried to
check in 12 regular
suitcases at an airline
counter for a flight whose
final destination was an
Asian country.
The PSP intercepted the
four men and escorted
them to police premises,
where they found the elver
packed in suitcases, which
would have been
transported by passengers
“who are simply couriers
paid for the purpose”.
In Portugal, the capture of
elver is only permitted in the
River Minho, subject to strict
regulation under fisheries
legislation. Catching and
marketing them may only
be done with European
Union certification, issued
by the ICNF.
The suspects told the
authorities that the baby
eels were packaged in
water and protected with
thermal films, so as to
allow the temperature to

stay stable throughout the
journey, as it is crucial that
the elver arrives alive at the
destination.
Elver, according to the
ICNF, constitute one of the
stages of development of
the complex life cycle of the
European Eel whose
scientific name is Anguilla
Anguilla.
According to the
authorities, the elver has
two main commercial
uses: in gourmet dishes
(with restaurants paying
€20,000 per kg) and the
breeding of eels from these
smuggled baby eels.
“Breeders pay thousands
of euros per kilo to
traffickers, but they use it for
more than one business”,
the PSP statement said,
elaborating: “The elver are
also released in rice fields,
where it grows and fattens
by eating the parasites of
those crops. Hence, it not
only helps in rice
production, but ultimately
ends up – in adulthood –
being marketed
throughout Asia and even
exported back to Europe”.
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Tourism confederation ‘concerned’ about Brexit effects on tourism
The head of the Portuguese Confederation of Tourism (CTP), Francisco Calheiros, has said
he is “concerned” with the consequences of Brexit on Portugal’s tourism sector, saying
action was needed so as not to lose British tourists.

H

is comments came as a
debate at the British
House of Commons to
discuss the United

Kingdom leaving the European
Union was to be resumed on
Wednesday, opened by Brexit
minister, Stephen Barclay.

Lusa News Agency spoke with
the CTP to find out its
perspective on the impact Brexit
would have for Portugal.

Calheiros said, he was “very
concerned” because “the
European Union was designed
for union and not for disunion”.
He also said, British tourists
are important for Portugal, and
especially for the tourism
sector in the southern Algarve
region and the Portuguese
island of Madeira.
Further stating, Portugal had
already felt the effects of the
Brexit process, saying there
had been a 10 percent rise of
overnight stays of British
tourists in 2016 compared to
2015, a virtually nil variation in
2017 compared to 2016, and a
nine percent drop between
January and October 2018.
He continued, a group of

experts, including Portugal’s
secretary of state for tourism
and the secretary of state for
internationalisation, were due
to gather this week to identify
the main problems facing
Portugal post-Brexit and to
anticipate solutions.
According to a study
promoted by CIP - Portugal’s
business confederation,
released in October and
presented to parliament in
December, tourism and
exports in the automotive
sector are two areas that could
most suffer from Brexit.
The Brexit agreement is to be
voted at Britain’s parliament on
15 January.
TPN /Lusa

Algarve hotels have one of best
Decembers in two decades
The head of the Portuguese Confederation of Tourism (CTP) has voiced concerns over the consequences of
Brexit on British tourists to Portugal. (Photo: Virgílio Rodrigues/Lusa
Rodrigues/Lusa))

Family of five hospitalised for smoke inhalation in TTavira
avira
A family of Indian nationality had to be transported to Faro Hospital due to carbon
monoxide poisoning after they lit a fire inside a house to keep warm.
The victims were aged between
20 and 30 years old and were
transported to Faro Hospital.
According to newspaper
Correio da Manhã, the family had

decided to burn firewood in the
house to warm up, causing them
to become intoxicated with the
smoke.
The incident happened last

Tuesday; the alarm was raised at
around 5:45 pm and was
attended by firefighters from
Tavira, Olhão, the Red Cross,
INEM and GNR.

Algarve hotels last month had one of the highest
occupation rates of the past 20 years.
The region’s average
occupation rate was of 34
percent, a figure beaten only by
December 2016.
According to the Algarve’s
largest hotel association
AHETA, the 1.1 surge in the rate
on 2017 was due to growth in
visitors from the French,
German and British markets.
This comes after news from

hotel entrepreneurs that this
year, for the first time ever, the
number of Portuguese visitors
to the Algarve outweighed the
number of Britons. The
region’s hoteliers believe the
domestic market will continue
to flourish, and that 2019 will
bring a better performance in
terms of revenue and average
prices.
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Portugal among countries with most young adults
working without a degree

W

ithin the
counties
belonging to
the OECD
(Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and
Development), an
intergovernmental
economic organisation
founded in 1961 to
stimulate economic
progress and world trade
with 36 member countries,
Portugal is among those
with the greatest difference

between students enrolled
in secondary education and
those who end up in higher
education.
As report by newspaper
Público stated this week,
“more than half of the young
people (almost 60 percent)
begin to work without a
university degree”.
According to data from
the latest Education at a
Glance annual report on
education in the OECD,
Portugal has 98 percent of

16 and 17 years old
enrolled in educational
institutions, which is highest
than the OECD average
benchmark, from the age of
18 the indicator drops
abruptly: 82 percent of 18year-olds are enrolled in
education, against 65
percent of 19-year-olds,
and 54 percent of 20-yearolds.
Within the following age
group, 20 to 24-year-olds,
the age at which most

University students take part in a protest in Coimbra, organised by the Academic
Association of Coimbra, against the lack of investment in universities and polytechnics.
21 March 2018. (Photo: Paulo Cunha / Lusa)

Portugal is among the OECD countries where the fewest students go on
to university, coupled with some of the highest tuition fees. According
to new figures out this week, over 60 percent of youths go straight from
school and into the work market without a degree.

students go on to higher
education, the situation
changes again.
The percentage of the
population enrolled in an
educational institution in
Portugal is 37 percent,
while in the OECD it is 42
percent.
This and other issues
relating to higher education
were debated in a national
convention that took place
at the start of this week in
Lisbon.
Portugal’s Minister of
Science, Technology and
Higher Education, Manuel
Heitor, on Monday
defended policies that
guarantee the reduction of
costs of families with
children in higher
education, calling for an
end to tuition fees.
During his speech at the
National Convention on
Higher Education 2030,
which took place on
Monday at Lisbon’s ISCTE
institute, Manuel Heitor said
that the European ideals
guarantee the attendance
of higher education without

difficulties for families.
In the last three years, he
said, the government
“increased by 24 percent
the number of scholarships
for school social action
[measures that guarantee
equal school access
opportunities],” which went
from about 64,000 in 2015
to almost 80,000 currently,
with emphasis on the
mobility scholarships for
within the country, which
tripled.
However, Heitor
understands that “the
school social actions need
to be re-thought:”
Increasingly, European
ideals lead us to think that
students and families are
not the ones who have to
cover a large part of the
expenditure, but those who
benefit from higher
education.”
On the sidelines of the
meetings and in statements
to journalists, Heitor
clarified that the end of
tuitions within a decade
“should be a favourable
scenario,” recognising that

this will only be possible
through “a collective effort of
all Portuguese people.”
“Today we are sure that
learning in higher
education guarantees
accesses to better jobs. We
need to broaden this
possibility to the youngest,
reducing the direct costs of
families,” said Heitor,
reinforcing the idea of a
more equitable society, with
higher education “less
elitist, massified and more
open to all.”
During the debate,
researcher Pedro Teixeira,
from the Centre for the
Research of Higher
Education Policies, pointed
out the case of tuition as
one of the negative points of
Portugal compared to
Europe, as Portugal has
“tuition fees above the
OECD” average.
The most recent figure
shows that most 20-yearolds do not reach higher
education, although there
has been an improvement
in recent years and Heitor
said that “it is not enough.”
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Nurses welcome plans to
hire 450 staff but criticise
‘reactive’ government
The head of Portugal’s Nurses Register has welcomed plans
to hire 450 nurses for public hospitals, despite saying that
the number was insufficient and that it is a “panic move” by
the government in response to the “chaotic situation” in
emergency rooms.

I

n a statement released
this past weekend, the
Ministry of Health
announced that 450
nurses and 400
operational assistants
would be hired for
hospitals under the
National Health Service
(SNS).
The measure “is good,
obviously,” said, Ana Rita
Cavaco, the head of the
Nurses Register, in
comments to Lusa News
Agency, although she
added: “But let’s not forget
that nurses were lacking
only because of the issue
of the move to thirty-five
hours a week from 40,
plus the seven hundred
nurses who it had been
agreed in October
between the Minister of
Health, Adalberto Campos
Fernandes and the
Minister of Finance, would
be hired, and who were
not.”
In addition to this
commitment, Cavaco
said, Portugal “has the
lowest ratios” of nurses
among members of the
Organisation for
Economic Cooperation

and Development: 4.2
per 1,000 inhabitants,
against an OECD
average of 9.3.
According to Cavaco,
the hiring was triggered
by the “chaotic situation”
that has emerged in
accident and emergency
departments in the
country’s public hospitals
this flu season.
She gave the example
of hospitals in Barreiro
and Setúbal, south of
Lisbon, as well as “many
hospitals” in the north,
noting that the Garcia da
Orta Hospital in Almada
for several days declined
to receive patients from
ambulance services
because it was so
overrun.
“The problem is that, as
always, this [hiring] is
being done in the middle
of the flu season, the cold
weather,” she said. “And
this situation obliges
hospitals to hire very
rapidly. They have
recruitment grants that
have to be used in one or
two days, and many of the
nurses that apply are
abroad”.

She noted some 15,000
of Portugal’s nurses have
emigrated.
The announcement
made by the office of
Portugal’s Health
Minister Marta Temido,
states that “hospitals will
immediately initiate
procedures necessary to
conclude the contract, in
what constitutes the first
reinforcement of human
resources for 2019”.
It adds that the joint
authorisation by the
Ministry of Health and
Ministry of Finance
“provides for the hiring of
these professionals
indefinitely, insofar as
they satisfy permanent
service needs”.
At the same time, it
states, these
professionals will
respond,
“simultaneously, to
seasonal needs, that is,
associated with the winter
period and the
emergence of flu-like and
respiratory syndromes”.
This comes after
Portugal’s nursing union
last week cancelled strike
action to negotiate with

Hospitals to receive first plasmaderived medicinal products
Hospitals in Portugal are to receive early this year their first
ever plasma-derived medicinal products from voluntary
blood donations.
The Portuguese Blood
and Transplantation
Institute announced today
that the medicines,
derived from plasma
obtained from blood

samples collected in
Portugal, is part of the
institute’s strategy to
make the most of the
country’s voluntary blood
donations.

It concludes the first
phase of the national
strategic plan for plasma
fractionation, with 30,000
litres of plasma collected
by the institute’s network.

More family health centres planned for Algarve
The number of family health centres in the Algarve is to expand this year.
During 2018, four new
centres opened, in Lagos,
Portimão, Albufeira and
Faro, and at least another
two could open this year.

Last year the Algarve
recruited the greatest
number of family doctors
ever for the region, with 24
of 27 available placements

being filled, and 89 percent
of Algarve residents now
having a general
practitioner assigned to
them.

Striking nurses chant slogans during a protest in front of the Portuguese Oncology
Institute in Lisbon, on 12 December, 2018. (Photo: Tiago Petinga / Lusa)

the government.
Portugal’s Nurses Unions
Association (ASPE) called
off the first of two bouts of
extended strike action
planned to start this
month, to “allow space for
negotiations with the
government”. The action
had been called for
between this Monday 7
January and 20 February,
and aims to replicate the
strikes being staged by
Portugal’s operating
room nurses.
Both met with the

government last
Thursday. A second bout
of action is still on the

cards for between 14
January and 28 February.
TPN/Lusa.
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Concerns for Lisbon’s homeless as temperatures plunge
Despite the more positive news stemming from Lisbon council, which has estimated that the number of people sleeping
rough in the capital has halved from 2015 to 2017, concerns are rising for those still living on the streets as the
temperatures this week plunged.

M

The President of the Republic, Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa, during a visit to the homeless in Lisbon’s Santa
Apolónia neighbourhood, on 5 January. (Photo: Miguel A. Lopes / Lusa)

Court clerks to go on strike
Portugal’s court clerks on Monday started a fresh round of strike action that will last until
the end of January and which is to take place on a daily basis at different courthouses
and other institutions in the justice system around the country.
The stoppage was called by
the Union of Judicial Officials
(SFJ) and follows a series of
partial strikes of two hours each
day that ran from 5 November to
31 December.
Court clerks are demanding
the renegotiation of their
occupational situation and
salaries, as well as protesting
other issues relating to entry into

the career, training, promotion
and pension rights.
The SFJ’s president, Fernando
Jorge, told Lusa News Agency
that the strike is to run nationwide
to 31 January by procedural area
and in institutions under the
Ministry of Justice, in which court
clerks work.
Jorge said, that the union had
shifted to this new form of strike

after the Ministry of Justice
introduced changes to its initial
proposal for career structures
and committed to negotiating
some of the points, with
negotiations currently
underway.
He said, that the strike would
be suspended if the Ministry of
Justice puts those commitments
in writing.

anuel Grilo, Lisbon
councillor for civil
rights, revealed
news of the
Portuguese capital’s
improving homelessness
figures as he accompanied
Portuguese President
Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa to
various spots around the
capital where homeless
people gather, in the
downtown Baixa, near Santa
Apólonia train station and later
in Xabregas and the Park of
Nations.
“In numerical terms,
between 2015 and the end of
2017, there was a 50 percent
reduction in the number of
homeless people actually
sleeping on the street”, Grilo
said, after the convoy had
visited an area of tents and
shacks, underneath viaducts
near Santa Apolónia.
Dressed down in a long coat
and a flat-cap, President de
Sousa spent much of last
Saturday night visiting the
homeless in several locations
in and around Lisbon, as he
has in previous years.
During his expedition the
President promised to
“dedicate himself” to
determining the best
measures to get people off the
street and into shelters.
But, the head of state
admitted, ending the plight of
homeless in Portugal is a
lengthy process. At Christmas,
the president also attended
lunches for the homeless, and
warned that the evictions are
contributing to aggravate this
social reality.

Elaborating on the
President’s words, Councillor
Grilo said that officials are
now undertaking a fresh count
of the homeless in the city but
admitted that the numbers
may not have changed much
on last year’s.
Some changes, he
explained, could be related,
as the president himself
commented, to “flows of
people coming” into the
capital from other parts of
Portugal or even other
countries, as happened to a
Nepalese national, that the
president said he would try to
get off the streets with the help
of the local Nepalese
community, from which he is
to receive a delegation in the
coming days.
However, Grilo said, it is only
after undertaking a full survey
will it be possible to
understand the changes in
inflows of homeless people in
Lisbon.
With temperatures
plummeting over the past
weekend and further drops
forecast for the coming days,
Grilo said, that the council had
already taken precautionary
measures such as opening
shelters from 4pm.
If temperatures drop to 3
degrees Celsius, he added,
that triggers the city’s
contingency plan, and there
are to be other measures such
as the opening of Metro
subway stations at night and
sports halls with a greater
capacity to accommodate
people, as has been done in
the past.
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Financing agreement for new Montijo airport
signed this week
The financing agreement for the new Montijo airport on Lisbon’s south
bank as well as a series of alterations to Lisbon’s main Humberto Delgado
airport was signed on Tuesday afternoon between national airport
manager ANA, which belongs to the French Vinci group, and the
government. Overall investment will exceed €€1.7
1.7 billion.

T

he ceremony took
place at the
Montijo air base,
also known as Air
Base No.6, which is to be
converted into an
international civilian airport
to relieve the overstretched
main Lisbon airport and
should be ready for use in
2022. According to the
newly-signed agreement,
airport taxes at Montijo will
be between 15 and 20
percent cheaper than at
Humberto Delgado to
attract airlines.
The ceremony was
attended by Prime Minister
António Costa, Minister of
Planning and
Infrastructures Pedro
Marques, the head of Vinci,
Xavier Huillard, and the
president of Vinci Airports,
Nicolas Notebaert.
The signing took place
despite the Environmental
Impact Study (EIA) not yet
having been delivered by
ANA.
Last week, Pedro
Marques assured that any
mitigation measures that
may be defined will be fully
complied with, and that the
document must be
delivered during the first
quarter of this year.
The binding agreement
between ANA and the state
was scheduled for last

October, according to the
memorandum of
understanding, which also
pointed towards the end of
2018 for the airport
manager to deliver the
additional elements that the
Portuguese Environmental
Agency (APA) requested for
the EIA.
In the partisan debate on
the expansion of Lisbon’s
airport capacity, the PSD
social democrats have
already announced that
they will call the Defence
Minister and the Chief of
Staff of the Portuguese Air
Force (FAP) to parliament to
provide clarification.
Located at Air Base No.6
are a fleet of C130 Hercules
transport planes, a fleet of
C295 M used for mission
transportation and marine
surveillance in searches
and rescues, a Falcon 50,
and Merlin EH 101
helicopters, used in search
and rescue and as back-up
to Navy Lynx helicopters.
According to an estimate
by National Defence
Minister João Gomes
Cravinho, on 30 November,
relocating the Air Force
aircraft based at Montijo will
cost close to €200 million
and will take at least two to
three years.
The Minister said military
and civilian operations at

the air base are compatible,
noting that the FAP’s future
KC-390 aircraft will operate
from Montijo.
Part of the AT1 military
airfield contingent in Figo
Maduro, Portela, will also
be transferred to Montijo,
according to the
Government’s plan.
The C-295 and C-130
planes will be relocated to
other bases in Sintra and
Beja.
Last week, Left Bloc
chairman Catarina Martins
expressed “enormous
perplexity” at the fact that
the agreement for the new
Montijo airport was due to
be signed without an
environmental impact study
being known.
The Secretary General of
the communist PCP party,
Jerónimo de Sousa,
accused the Government of
intending to “a station” and
a “little airport” in Montijo to
“benefit a large economic
group”, considering that “in
such haste” environmental
issues go out the window.
Often referred to as
Lisbon Airport’s +1, Montijo
will be used to absorb
overflow traffic
from Lisbon.
This combination will
reportedly allow Lisbon’s
main airport capacity to
increase to 50 million

The CEO of ANA-Aeroportos de Portugal Thierry Ligonnière (L), accompanied by the
Deputy Secretary of State and Finance, Ricardo Mourinho Felix (2L), the Minister of
Planning and Infrastructures, Pedro Marques (2R), and the Chairman of ANA - Airports of
Portugal, José Luis Arnaut (R), during the signing of the agreement on the financing
model for the airport expansion of the Lisbon area, between the State and ANA, at
Montijo Air Base, January 8, 2019. (Photo: Miguel A. Lopes / Lusa)

passengers per year and 72
aircraft movements per
hour. Expansion work on
Lisbon airport is due to
start at the end of this year.
Environmentalists are
concerned Montijo’s new
airport will change the
normal operation of the
area, but the government

has guaranteed that it will
endeavour to minimise its
impact.
A few hours before the
agreement was signed,
environmentalist
association Zero
announced that it will be
filing a lawsuit in court. The
issue that most concerns

the association is noise –
reportedly, the decibels
generated by Montijo would
be above that
recommended by the World
Health Organisation and
will affect more than 200
thousand people in the
areas of Baixa da Banheira
and Moita.

€135 million modernisation for
Douro railway line
Infraestruturas de Portugal (IP), the state company responsible for
Portugal’s main transport infrastructures, on Monday announced in
Lousada, a municipality of Porto, that the modernisation programme of
the Douro railway line, partially in place, represents an investment of
€135 million.
According to the
company, one of the major
priorities of ongoing
interventions and those
already scheduled, in the
various sections of the
railway, is to ensure
greater safety in railway
infrastructure, especially in

tunnels, bridges and
inclines.
Welcoming the prime
minister, António Costa,
the mayor of Lousada,
Pedro Machado, said that
the ongoing investments in
the safety area, especially
in the tunnel of Caíde, was

something that had been
needed for a long time.
Machado, also stressed
the need to increase the
parking capacity of cars at
the Caíde station to
respond to the greater
demand.
TPN/Lusa
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New 35-strong
military
contingent arrives
in Central Africa
Republic
Portugal’s National Defence Minister João Gomes Cravinho on a visit to the Portuguese military contingent
in Bangui, the Central African Republic, in December 2018. (Photo: Tiago Petinga / Lusa)

CP to buy 22 new trains
A contract for the Portuguese train incumbent CP – Comboios de Portugal has been
authorised to buy 22 train sets for €168 million and the vehicles have all to be delivered
over an eight-year period, as published in the Government Gazette last Friday.
The piece said that the
negotiation was for the
purchase of “12-bi-mode
railcars and 10 electric train
sets, along with the respective
spare parts, tools and

preventive and corrective
maintenance, along with the
respective training” adding
that the overall value of the
contract was €168.21 million.
On the last day of 2018, the

Portuguese government
announced that CP would
launch the international call
for tenders on Monday this
week, 7 January, to buy the
rolling stock.TPN/Lusa

A new Portuguese contingent comprising 35
military personnel from the three branches of
the armed forces arrived last week in the
Central African Republic to join the European
Union training mission in that country, military
commanders have said.

I

n a statement released on
Sunday, the Armed Forces
General Staff (EMGFA)
added that, for the first time,
the mission includes a
delegation from Brazil’s army
consisting of three military
personnel who are to stay in the
CAR throughout the first half of
the year.
According to EMGFA,
Portugal’s contingent is the
largest in the EU training mission

in the African country, totalling 50
members in a mission that in all
comprises 187 military
personnel.
Brazil now becomes the 12th
country to take part in this EU
training mission. The mission
has contributed to the reform of
the defence sector in the CAR,
having already advised and
trained more than 3,400 men
and women in the country’s
armed forces.TPN/Lusa
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Portuguese airline
operates world’s first
plastic-free flight
Portuguese private airline Hi Fly has recently operated the
world’s first single-use plastic-free passenger flight,
replacing plastic cutlery and containers with bamboo and
compostable alternatives crafted from recycled material.

H

i Fly flight
5K3801 flew
passengers
from the
carrier’s headquarters in
Lisbon to Natal, Brazil, on
an Airbus A340 on Boxing
Day and is the first of
three more test flights to
follow, carrying a total of
700 travellers and which
are expected to cut out
350 kilograms of plastic.
For the trial flight,
standard plastic
containers and cutlery
were replaced with
plant-based catering
disposables made from
renewable, lowercarbon, recycled

materials such as
bamboo, which can be
commercially
composted with food
waste.
The aim, according to
Hi Fly president Paulo
Mirpuri, is to adopt a
plastic-free policy on all
its flights by the end of
2019.
“Our corporate
mission is based around
sustainability and we
work closely with the
Mirpuri Foundation to
ensure our corporate
practices match our
wider responsibilities to
the planet”, he said.
Hi Fly, which

specialises in wet lease
aircraft, last year
became the first
Portuguese company to
acquire an A380
superjumbo.
In doing so Hi Fly
joined an elite group of
airlines to have one of
the massive doubledeckers, becoming the
first Portuguese airline
to have one of the
mammoth planes, the
fourth European airline
and the 14th in the
world, joining the ranks
of Emirates, Qantas,
Singapore Airlines, Air
France and British
Airways.

The crew of the first single-use plastic free flight in the world, on the Portuguese Hi Fly
A340 airplane, en-route from Lisbon to Brazil on 26 December 2018. (Photo: HiFly/
Facebook)

Government approves draft law
to regulate drones
Portugal’s government wants to ban drones from flying within 100 metres
over government buildings, critical infrastructures or sensitive spots like
airports, military installations, police stations or prisons.
The sites are listed in
a draft law approved last
Thursday by the
government, which
regulates the use of
drones and establishes
rules within the national

airspace.
According to the
proposal, drones cannot fly
at less than 100 metres
from education centres,
diplomatic facilities or
places with temporary

unauthorised access.
The government also
defined that it will be
prohibited to fly drones
within 2,000 metres over
navy ships or vessels in the
service of the state.
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Azores suspends issuance of new whale-watching
licenses on five islands

No more licenses for whale watching
tourism are to be issued as of last
Friday on the Azores islands of Corvo,
Flores, Graciosa, Santa Maria and
Terceira, according to a decree
which was published in the
Government Gazette.

A

The Azores has suspended the issuance of whale-watching permits on five of its islands due to a sharp rise in operators
offering the trips. (Photo: Eduardo Costa / Lusa)

Reservoirs water availability ranges widely;
overall amount below average
Eleven of the 60 reservoirs monitored in mainland Portugal in December contained more than 80
percent of their total capacity, while the same number were at less than 40 percent, according to the
National Water Resources Information System (SNIRH).
On the last day of
December, compared
with 30 November, there
had been an increase in
the volume stored in six
monitored watersheds
and a decrease in
another six, according to
data released on Friday
by the SNIRH.
Of the 60 monitored

reservoirs, 11 had water
availability above 80
percent of total volume
and 11 had availability of
less than 40 percent.
The Ave was the river
basin with the highest
water availability (83.8
percent), followed by the
Guadiana (79.1 percent),
Mondego (66 percent),

Douro (64.7 percent),
Cávado (62.5 percent),
Tejo (61 percent), Mira
(59 percent), Barlavento
(58.5 percent), Oeste
(55.9 percent) and Arade
(55.4 percent).
The Lima basin had the
lowest levels in late
December (26.8
percent).

The amount stored per
watershed was below the
average for December
(1990/91 to 2017/18),
except for in the basins of
the Ave, Guadiana and
Arade.
Each hydrographic
basin may correspond to
more than one reservoir.
TPN/Lusa

ccording to the
decree from the
regional
secretaries of
Sea, Science and
Technology and of
Energy, Environment
and Tourism, the issuing
of new licenses for one
of the Azores’ most
famous and popular
excursions
is to be suspended in
‘Zone C’ - which includes
the five islands, because

of a “significant rise in
the activity”.
The measure is also
justified by the need to
preclude any future risks
that could put the quality
of the tourism product at
stake, as well as the
protection of the marine
species.
The decree further
repeals another which
enabled the transfer of
whale watching licenses
among companies.

GNR seize €26,000 of
uncertified sardines
Portugal’s GNR National Republican Guard
police last Friday seized 4,400 kilos of sardines,
worth around €26,000, in the district of
Matosinhos, in northern Portugal.
The police force revealed
in a statement that officers
from the Coastal Control
Unit detected 273 boxes of
sardines, without a
certificate of origin, in a
warehouse in the district.
Police then identified a

55-year-old man, the
alleged perpetrator, who is
subject to a fine of up to
€44,890, according to the
note. The fish seized were
donated to several social
welfare institutions.
TPN/Lusa
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House prices rise again to over
€2,000 per square metre
The average price of houses in Portugal rose by 6.6 percent
during the fourth quarter of last year, with the price per
square meter now exceeding the €2,100 mark, according
to the Idealista marketplace price index.
Lisbon and Porto are the
cities with the most
expensive property prices
per square meter.
According to the
document, all regions saw
a quarterly increase in
prices, with the biggest
being in northern Portugal,
followed by the Alentejo
and Lisbon.

Braga was the city that
saw the highest rise in
the quarter, at 12.8
percent, although
Lisbon, Porto and
Funchal remain the most
expensive cities.
Overall, prices rose in
14 districts, among 20
analysed; the ranking of
the most expensive

districts continues to be
led by Lisbon (€3.262/
sqm), followed by Faro
(€2,064/sqm) and Porto
(€1,919/sqm).
The cheapest property
prices are in Guarda
(€609/sqm), Castelo
Branco (€694/sqm) and
Bragança where it costs
€697/sqm.

IRS 2018 - EXPENSES 1-6
nº 1: General Expenses - an overview
To make the most of the interactive tax system, you should give your tax number
(“NIF”) on invoices for any expense in order to be entitled to the following tax deductions:
• 35% of general family expenses up to €250 maximum per taxpayer (€715 in expenses
p.p.)
• 15% of health expenditure (including health insurance, up to a maximum of €1,000);
• 30% of education expenses up to a maximum of €800;
• 15% of the costs of housing rent, up to a maximum of €502 or 15% of the costs of loan
interest to principal residence, up to a maximum of €296;
• 25% of the costs of Nursing Homes, up to €403.75;
• 15% of the VAT paid on each invoice for the expenses for restaurant, hairdressing and
automobile and motorcycle repairs, up to a maximum of €250.
When requesting invoices for purchases, be sure to include your tax number (“NIF”) so
that shops and businesses can automatically report the transaction for a tax credit. The
Portuguese Tax Authority (“AT”) will list automatically all of your eligible expenses on
your personal page on the Finanças web site, which can be consulted and approved by
you online.
Where taxable income (per adult) exceeds €7.000, the sum of health, education,
property, retirement home and maintenance allowances is capped at €1.250, reducing
progressively to nil on incomes exceeding €80.000 (per adult). There is a 10% increase
to the cap per child.

Former Minister of Internal Affairs, Miguel Macedo, leaves court after the reading the
judgment in the ‘Golden Visa’ court, at the Campus of Justice, Park of Nations, Lisbon, on
Friday, January 4, 2019. (Photo: Tiago Petinga / Lusa)

Country earns €838
million in investment
through ‘Golden Visas’
Portugal garnered €838 million in investment through
‘Golden Visas’ in 2018, 0.6 percent less than the previous
year, according to figures released last Friday by Portugal’s
Borders and Immigration Service, SEF.

L

ast year,
investment
gained through
15%
the resident
permits for wealthy
foreigners totalled
20%
€838,532,935.27, slightly
below the
€844,088,897.77 the
25%
country registered a year
before.
Portugal granted 1,409
30%
Golden Visas in 2018,
4.2 percent more than
the previous year.
ERSONAL AND AMILY AX REDITS
Investment in
December rose to
All taxpayers are entitled to personal credits depending on their civil status in relation
€94,344,457.39, more
to the family group (rather than specific income).
than tripling the amount
registered in the same
Credit for each
Amount
month of 2017.
SINGLE, SINGLE WITH DEPENDENTS, COUPLES
replaced by General Family Tax
Last month alone, 149
Golden Visas were
Credit
granted, 134 of which
EACH DEPENDENT CHILD
earning less than the minimum
through the purchase of
wage children under age 3
real estate.
€ 600 - € 725
China leads the list of
ELDERLY DEPENDENTS
with income not exceeding Basic
golden visas granted
S.S. Pension, residing with
(4,073), followed by
taxpayers: Only one cohabiting
Brazil (653), Turkey
elderly dependent: € 525 - € 710
(295), South Africa (275)
HANDICAPPED DEPENDENTS
€ 1 187.50
and Russia (243).
Portugal began to offer
Next: Medical expenses
Golden Visas in 2012 to
Dennis Swing Greene is an International Tax Specialist and Chairman of euroFINESCO s.a. wealthy foreigners willing
www.eurofinesco.com
to invest at least

Description
Medical Expenses and Health Insurance
Rental housing
Loan interest for housing
Retirement saving plans (PPR)
Public capitalization regime
Alimony / Child Support
Nursing care
Donations - State
Donations - other entities
Education

P

F

T C

Limit per person
€1 000
€502
€296
€600 - €800
€350
no limit
€403.75
no limit
up to 15% of tax due
€800

€500,000 or create 10
jobs, a scheme that has
helped fuel a property
boom but has also
created tension due to a
corruption trial linked to it.
The trial involved 21
defendants for 47 crimes
involving paying and
accepting bribes and
money laundering.
The country’s former
minister of Internal Affairs
Miguel Macedo was on
Friday absolved in the
“Golden Visa” case, after
a court ruled he was
“innocent”.
The court decided to
absolve Macedo, who
had been forced to resign
over the scandal in 2014.
Macedo, resigned as
Minister in November
2014, after prosecutors
formally charged him
with favouring a group of
people who wished to
profit illegally from the
issuing of golden visas by
conducting real estate
business with Chinese
entrepreneurs who were
seeking to obtain the
permits.
The former head of

Portugal’s Institute of
Registries and Notaries
(IRN), António Figueiredo,
was sentenced on Friday
to a four-year and sixmonth suspended prison
sentence for corruption
and embezzlement in the
so-called ‘Golden Visa’
trial.
The former director of
the Foreigners and
Border Service (SEF),
Jarmela Palos, who had
been held on remand,
was absolved for
accepting bribes and two
maladministration
crimes.
Maria Antónia Anes,
former secretary of the
Ministry of Justice, was
sentenced to a four-year
and four-month
suspended prison
sentence for paying and
accepting bribes.
Five defendants António Figueiredo,
Jarmela Palos, Maria
Antónia Anes, Jaime
Gomes and Chinese
businessman Zhu
Xiaodong face measures
of deprivation of liberty.
TPN/Lusa
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Final print run
this month for
€500 note
The €500 note looks set to gradually fade from
circulation as its last print run will take place
later this month, while at the same time, as of
27 January, all public banks will retain any of
the distinctive purple banknotes that come to
their possession.
As of the last week in January, 17 of 19 Eurozone member states will stop printing the €500 note. (Photo:
Supplied)

Country exports €1.9 billion in shoes in 2018
Portugal exported €1.904 billion in shoes in 2018, 2.85 percent less year-on-year,
according to fresh figures from the country’s footwear association APICCAPS.
These figures are justified by a
slowdown in the growth of the
major world economies,
APICCAPS said.
The impact of the trade war
between the United States and
China also had an effect on
footwear exports, as did the

slowdown in the European
economy and crises in emerging
markets. Portugal’s competitors,
Italy and Spain, are also suffering
in this context, APPICAPS
explained. However, the
association made a positive
assessment of Portugal’s

performance since 2010, with the
Portuguese footwear industry
increasing 34 percent to 83 million
pairs of shoes up until 2017, while
Italy - Portugal’s main competitor saw its production decrease by 6
percent to 191 million pairs.TPN/
Lusa

Spanish newspaper El Pais
reports the measure aims to
prevent “illicit activities” from
being carried out.
From February onwards, most
Eurozone member states –
seventeen out of nineteen – will
cease the printing of €500
notes.
In 2016, the European Central
Bank (ECB) said it had planned
to stop producing the 500 euro
bill by the end of 2018.
The notes are still valid and
can be used for payments and
can also be exchanged in the
euro zone national banks for an

unlimited period of time.
A number of countries, such as
Germany, Austria and
Luxemburg, oppose the move.
The ECB explained that
Austria and Germany will
continue printing these notes
until 26 April in order to ensure a
smooth transition due to
logistical concerns.
According to statistical data
from ECB, 500 euro notes make
up 2.4 percent of all notes
currently in circulation and more
than 20 percent of the total value
of all euro notes currently in
circulation.

Renewables in 2018 ‘helped cut CO2 by 6m tons, save €1.3bn in imports’
The use of renewable energy generation last year enabled Portugal to reduce its carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by some 6 million tons from the level
of 2017, saving some €1.3 billion in fossil fuel imports, according to sector groups.
In a joint statement released
this past weekend, the
environmental association ZERO
and the Portuguese Association
of Renewable Energies (APREN),
said that “records were beaten” in
2018, and that in March of last
year output of energy from
renewable sources “was
sufficient to satisfy total electricity
consumption in mainland
Portugal”, above all thanks to
wind and water power.
“There was a reduction
between 2017 and 2018 of about
six million tons of carbon dioxide
emissions associated with the
production of electricity, going
from 19.4 million tons in 2017 to
13.5 million tons in 2018”, the
statement says, summarising:
“This reduction represents about
10 percent of national emissions”.

The two associations say that,
on average, 2018 saw renewable
sources meet 55.1 percent of
electricity consumption. The
increase was above all “from
greater output from large hydro
[plants], which was more than
twice as much as in 2017,
representing 24.1 percent of
consumption”.
Wind technology corresponded
to 24.3 percent of consumption,
“which made it the largest source
of electricity in mainland Portugal
for the first time”.
The surge in the contribution of
renewable sources offer,
according to the two associations,
“great economic and
environmental benefits for the
country”, not least “a saving in
fossil fuels imports” of €1.268
billion, as well a way to avoid the

need to purchase €191 million in
CO2 emissions allowances,
corresponding to 12 million tons
of CO2-equivalent emissions.
As for 2019, APREN and ZERO
state that it is “crucial” to put in
place a solid regulatory
framework that makes it possible
to define a strategic plan for
energy and climate policies.
“These policies should be
supported by rules and measures
that provide predictability of the
investment needs and
development of low-carbon
activities, based on the
substitution of energy-inefficient
solutions and negative
environmental impacts with other
ones [that are] more effective and
economically sustainable from a
medium and long-term
perspective”, the statement

stresses.
However, the two associations
describe the “stagnation of solar
production” as “worrying”, and the
“increased consumption of
electricity without energy
efficiency”.
While Portugal is “on the right
road”, they maintain, the year just
ended “serves to reinforce the
idea that there is still much to be
done in the renewable electricity
sector in order to meet the
objectives set by the government
to achieve 80 percent renewable
electricity in 2030 (…) and be
carbon neutral, with 100 percent
renewable electricity in 2050”, the
statement quotes the president of
APREN, António Sá da Costa, as
saying.
However, he also says that
recent guidelines from the

government “go towards
fostering the reactivation of the
sector that in recent years
underwent a sharp slowdown”
and expresses the hope that the
results will be seen in already
2019.
For his part, Francisco Ferreira,
president of ZERO, is quoted as
saying that Portugal “has to invest
much more in energy efficiency
and renewable energies to be
carbon neutral in 2050”. In
particular, he states, the use of
solar energy is “crucial” and “it is
necessary to inform, simplify and
overcome the obstacles that stop
us from having many more
buildings with their roofs covered
with photovoltaic panels or in the
case of large solar plants giving
preference to areas without any
other meaningful use”.TPN/Lusa
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Audi launches its latest
version of the A1
The new Audi A1 has been given a mean-looking facelift and an
upgrade to the brilliant MQB platform.

T

he Volkswagen Group is
brilliant at making the
most of what it has - and
the A1 is a chief
example. Using the same MQB
chassis and engine architecture
enjoyed by the latest VW Polo
and Seat Ibiza, it’s a really
premium product that bears only
a passing resemblance to its
siblings - and every resemblance
to its bigger brothers within the
Audi range.
The previous A1 was a roaring
success, thanks to its fashion-led
design and trademark solidity,
trading blows with the likes of the
Mini Cooper. The new car swaps
cuteness for sharp angles and
motorsport-inspired styling, while
hopefully retaining everything that
made its predecessor so popular.
As mentioned, the A1 now rides
on the MQB A0 platform - a
selection of chassis components
that underpin most of the
Volkswagen Group’s small car
range. That endows the A1 with a
choice of engines, from which
Audi has chosen just three - all
petrol. The interior’s also been
given a makeover, with a newly
spacious feel courtesy of the MQB
platform and its long wheelbase,
plus bags of technology, befitting
Audi’s high-tech positioning.
Best of all is the personalisation
on offer. The new A1 can be had
with a wide choice of exterior
colours, contrasting colour packs,
alloy wheels and interior

ambiences - which can be mixed
up any way the buyer pleases.
There are three petrol engines
on offer for the A1. The entry-level
is a 1.0-litre, three-cylinder unit
with 116hp. Next up there’s a 1.5litre four-cylinder with 150hp or a
top-spec 2.0-litre with 200hp lifted from the VW Polo GTI, but not
badged as one of Audi’s hot ‘S’
models. The lowlier pair of
engines can be had with sixspeed manual gearboxes or
optional seven-speed dual-clutch
autos, while the 2.0-litre is
automatic-only.
The 1.0-litre is a really sweet
engine, with a welcome slug of
torque between 2,000 and
3,000rpm making relaxed
progress very easy. It’s very refined
at a cruise, with just a hint of threecylinder thrum at low revs. It pairs
well with the six-speed manual,
too, which has a reassuring
solidity to its action.
The 1.0-litre isn’t especially fast,
but then nor is the 1.5-litre - and
that’s noisier, thirstier and less
pleasant to use. Topping the
range is the 2.0-litre, which is
powerful and turns the A1 into
something of a hot hatchback, but
it’s likely to be very pricey to buy.
The A1 handles much like its
siblings from within the VW Group
- the VW Polo and Seat Ibiza.
That’s definitely not a bad thing:
There’s an expensive feel to the
way this car rides and handles,
with sharp edges taken off all the

bumps and a pleasing weight to
the steering.
There’s not a lot of excitement to
be had, though. The A1 doesn’t
handle anywhere near as sweetly
as a Mini or a Ford Fiesta, as it
doesn’t feel as light on its feet.
That’s not really backed up with a
cushioned ride either - all A1s get
a sporty suspension setup, which
despite taking the edge off poor
surfaces does jolt occupants over
larger imperfections in the road.
Many will like the neutral way
the A1 handles, but keen drivers
will be left wanting more. Maybe a
potential forthcoming ‘S’ model
could remedy that...
The new A1 is a really smartlooking little thing, and it’s blessed
with the ability to wear lower-spec
trims without looking like a poor
relation. Our ‘Sport’ model had
17-inch alloy wheels as well as a
flat paint colour and didn’t suffer
for it - mainly thanks to sharp LED
running lights front and rear that
lend a high-tech look to the car.
There are divisive elements there’s a rather wide C-pillar,
inspired by the Q2, and the triple
slots between the bonnet and the
grille lend an aggressive edge to
the car. But it’s possible to
customise the A1 to within an inch
of its life, so you need never see
two the same - available for testing
were some really eye-catching
combinations. Sea-green
bodywork with bronze wheels,
anybody?

Of all the cars we expect to
disappoint with their interiors, the
A1 wasn’t high up the list. We’ll
start with the good. There’s far
greater room in here for
passengers and luggage - thank
the MQB platform for that - and the
A1’s 335-litre boot is on a par with
anything else in this segment. The
seats are also very comfortable
and well adjustable even on more
basic models.
There’s great technology on
offer too. The driver has digital
dials as standard, upgradeable to
a full 12-inch Virtual Cockpit as an
option, while the top-spec
touchscreen infotainment system
is superb. Controls are also
simply laid out and easy to follow.
The big disappointment is with
the quality of the materials. Sure,
areas such as the top of the
dashboard are crafted from
squidgy soft-touch plastic - but the
centre console and especially the
doors feel downright cheap.
Given that you spend a lot of time
with your elbows resting on the
door cards, the hollow feel is less
than pleasant - and not
something we’d expect even from
the smallest Audi in the range.
Our mid-range ‘Sport’ model
(named ‘Advanced’ in the

German range) came with all the
essentials. The LED head and tail
lights really enhance the exterior
look of the car, as did smart 17inch alloy wheels - sadly, the latter
are optional. What you do get as
standard are 16-inch alloys,
sports seats, rear parking sensors
and cruise control, as well as
Audi’s MMI plus infotainment
system.
Step up to S line and you’ll gain
17-inch wheels as standard, LED
interior lighting, even firmer sports
suspension and leather-trimmed
upholstery. The options list holds
goodies such as heated seats, a
connected upgrade for the
infotainment system, the
aforementioned Virtual Cockpit
and a top-end Bang and Olufsen
3D sound system.
Audi gave us almost everything
we expected with the A1 impeccable driving manners,
sharp styling and a range of highend equipment, plus the
personalisation touches that will
make it so popular with the
crowds of buyers who might
otherwise choose a Mini. Some of
the interior quality is
disappointing, but otherwise this
is an excellent supermini - albeit,
for a high price.
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Trading Places

Giants Windows – Leading
specialists in glass systems,
windows and doors

Giant Windows
For more information,
Tel: 289998050 /
911199888, email
info@giantswindows.
com or visit:
www.giantswindows.com

Hospital Vet.
de Portimão
For further information
Tel: 282 418 260 /
968 759 065. email
hospvetportimao@gmail.com
or visit www.hospital
veterinarioportimao.com

Hospital Veterinário de Portimão Where animals always come first
Enjoy the benefits of exceptional
windows, doors and glass systems
without losing any of the view with the
Giants Windows team.
Giants Windows is the only company
in Portugal manufacturing and installing
the Sunflex aluminium system SF 35. This
advanced system will ensure that your
property is insulated with double glazing,
without destroying your beautiful views.
The Sunflex SF 35 is the only aluminium
system with double glazing using 4cm
vertical profiles. Not only are the thin
profiles ideal for maintaining views, the
system allows for bottom tracks to be level
with the floor, while clients are also able
to choose exactly how doors open; either
to the left or right, inwards or outwards,
depending on their needs.
Franz Adebahr and Katja Paweletz

and their team are all qualified German
window technicians with more than 30
years of experience in the window
industry.
Established in 2007, Giants Windows
offers a wide range of solutions to enclose
balconies and terraces or to create
sliding divisions between rooms. Adding
windows and glass solutions to a home
can increase the usable space of a
property, especially in the winter months
when terraces are often left unused.
Giants Windows also sells PVC
windows to German specifications, insect
protection systems, roller shutters and
aluminium shutters.
The company also has a range of
security front doors to help keep you safe
in your home while also solving any
problems you may have with your doors.

Pets are one of the most beloved
members of the family and at Hospital
Veterinário de Portimão, the team
understands the importance of keeping
all pets happy and healthy throughout
their lives.
Located in Portimão on Av. Afonso
Henriques nº28, just set back from the
riverside, Hospital Veterinário de Portimão
is welcoming from the moment you step
through the door – and here you can
choose whether you go through to the
dog or the cat side!
Unlike a regular vets surgery, Hospital
Veterinário de Portimão is open 24 hours
a day and always has a vet and a nurse
on hand to help with animals who are
staying at the hospital or with emergency
cases as they come in – whatever the time
of the day.
Hospital Veterinário de Portimão is
the only facility in the Barlavento area
with a CT scan service, which means
that they often have many referrals from

across the local area, however the
machine is also available to members of
the public who need the service for their
own pet.
Here you will also find the animal blood
bank, which is used by the local area, as
well as an in house laboratory for fast
results.
Since opening in 2015, the team has
grown to include 10 vets, 4 nurses and 3
auxiliaries and they are able to cater for all
small animals, including cats, dogs and
exotic animals.
Whether an animal needs a simple
treatment or a complicated surgery,
the team at Hospital Veterinário de
Portimão are able to help with their
professional, kind and caring services.
CT Scans, endoscopy, echography,
x-rays, echocardiography, soft tissue
surgery, orthopedic surgeries, general
consultations, vaccinations, ICU and
hospitalisation are all available 24 hours
a day, 365 days of the year.

For all your computer needs
Furniture
World
For more information visit
www.furnitureworld.pt or
call: 282 798 263.

Algarve
Computer
Centre
For more information,
please Tel: 914393738 or
visit www.algarvecomputer
centre.com
DISCLAIMER:
While The Portugal News has
done its utmost to ensure the
information contained on this
page is correct, all advertorials
are supplied by advertisers.

Making your house a home
With more than 20 years of experience
and having owned 20 furniture stores
across the UK, Christine and Graham
Pippett opened Furniture World near Lagos
to provide good quality English style
furniture in the Algarve.
By using their previous suppliers and
many contacts in the UK, they have kept
their prices at competitive levels. Their
policy is to only buy direct from reputable
factories and manufacturers and all their
merchandise is delivered direct to them in
regular, large container shipments. This
enables them to take advantage of
economies of scale.
The store offers a wide range of styles
and choices, including contemporary oak,
traditional oak, ash and painted furniture.
They have also incorporated a range of
Indian furniture and rugs.
Christine and Graham also sell a broad
range of oil paintings at reasonable prices.
They have enormous experience in their
chosen market and therefore believe the
future for Furniture World looks bright. They
have been fortunate to acquire the services
of Sandrine Reis as the shop manageress.
Sandrine is fluent in Portuguese, English,
French and Spanish.

They believe that a good reputation
means repeat business and their enviable
reputation has already been established
in a relatively short period for supplying top
quality furniture, customer service and
attention to detail. Christine said: “We
have supplied furniture to all parts of the
Algarve and our customers return time
after time”.
Their 700m2 store carries large stocks
and aims to supply all customers’
requirements within forty-eight hours and
delivery is free locally. As a further
incentive, they have introduced gift
vouchers, which make an ideal present
at any time of the year.
Furniture World has its own dedicated
website (furnitureworld.pt) where clients
can view a comprehensive selection of
the furniture styles they have to offer.
The company also has a flexible
approach to furniture packages to give
maximum choice of style and cost rather
than the pre-designated packs, something
that is lacking from the current market.
Please take a little time to view their
online catalogue or visit the store just 2
kilometres east of Lagos on the EN125
towards Portimão.

Anyone can set
up a computer
repair centre
and PC
hardware
store without
any
qualifications.
It may seem
obvious, but the
vast majority of
people would
not entrust
their health to a
n unqualified
person who
claims to be a
doctor, so why
trust someone
who is not
a qualified
technician with
thousands of euro’s worth of IT
equipment or your precious files?
Although qualifications and
accreditation are important, customer
service and experience is equally vital
for a modern day IT company.
At Algarve Computer Centre in Lagoa,
we pride ourselves on the fact that we
offer an efficient, professional and very
cost effective service for our clients.
Our engineers are Microsoft accredited
and speak a number of languages
including English, Dutch and
Portuguese.
Algarve Computer Centre provides
technical assistance to both home and
business users, offering a wide range
of services such as setting up internet
connections, setting up email
accounts, virus removal, data backup
and data recovery, IPTV services,
software installations and wireless

internet installation, among others.
Clients can either bring their PC to the
company’s fully equipped workshop
or an engineer can go to their home.
Our qualified engineers have flexible
working hours and can visit clients at
their homes right across the Algarve.
The benefits of clients bringing their
PC’s to the company premises
however, means that diagnosis and
repair is always cheaper, as no call
out fee is necessary. Any spare parts
that may be needed to make a repair
are also normally readily available in
the fully stocked workshop.
Both of our rates, for repairs at a
client’s home or at our workshop, are
very reasonable and the call-out
charge for home visits includes the
first hour of labour, so for all your
computer needs please contact Kurt
Pardon at Algarve Computer Centre.

World
View
Business
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Orthodoxy:
the New
Great Schism
If you live long enough, almost
anything is possible. It is now possible,
for example, to hear the head of the
Russian Orthodox Church, Patriarch
Kirill, describe a former KGB agent
and avowed atheist as a “miracle
of God”.

T

he miracle in
question, Vladimir
Putin, made his
career in the
Soviet secret police before
the collapse of the Soviet
Union, which meant he
had to be a member of the
Communist Party. As a
loyal Communist, he had to
struggle against the evil
influence of religion, the
‘opium of the people’, and
as an ambitious careerist
he did just that.
But the regime changed
in 1991, and Putin had to
carve out a new political
career in a postCommunist Russia. So he
got religion, or at least
pretended to, and made an
alliance with the Russian
Orthodox Church. That’s
why he is now warning that
there may be bloodshed if
the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church is allowed to break
away from the Moscow
patriarchate.
The president of Russia
got the best education the
Soviet state could provide,
and his private opinion
about the Russian
Orthodox Church is
probably not far from that of
Pussy Riot (although they
would agree on little else).
But the Church has always
served the interests of the
Russian state if it is
allowed to, and as the
embodiment of the

Gwynne Dyer is an
independent journalist
whose articles are
published in 45
countries.
Gwynne Dyer’s new
book is ‘Growing Pains:
The Future of
Democracy (and Work)’.

Russian state Putin feels
obliged to return the favour.
What has upset Patriarch
Kirill and his colleagues is
that last weekend
Ecumenical Patriarch
Bartholomew of
Constantinople granted a
‘tomos of autocephaly’ to
Metropolitan Epiphanius of
the newly formed Orthodox
Church of Ukraine. Which
probably needs a bit of
translation.
The Ecumenical
Patriarch is the head – or
rather, the ‘first among
equals’ – among the heads
of the various national
Orthodox Christian
churches.
‘Constantinople’, actually
now Istanbul, is still the
headquarters of Orthodox
Christianity although it has
been under Muslim control
for over 500 years.
The Ukrainians had
asked Patriarch
Bartholomew if they could
have their own church
back, and after due
consideration he decided
that they should. The tomos
of autocephaly
(independence) was the
document that contained
his decision. He was just
putting things back the way
they were.
Kiev, now the capital of
Ukraine, was the first
capital of the Russian
state, and naturally the
headquarters of the
Russian Orthodox Church
as well. But Kiev was
destroyed in the Mongol
invasion of 1240, and for
centuries afterwards the
new centres of Russian
civilisation were in the
forests far to north.
In 1686, when Muslim
slave-raiders from Crimea
were still operating
regularly in the vicinity of
Kiev, the patriarch in
Constantinople officially
transferred the seat of the
Russian Orthodox Church
from Kiev to Moscow. All
that’s really happening

Ukrainians look on the Tomos decree on display at the St. Sophia Cathedral in Kiev, Ukraine, 7 January 2019. The Tomos
decree about autocephaly was handed to the Metropolitan Epifaniy, the head of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in
Istanbul on 6 January and displayed to Ukrainians during the Christmas service. Ukrainian believers celebrate the
Orthodox Christmas Day according to the old Julian calendar on 7 January. (Photo: Epa/Stepan Franko)

now is that Kiev is getting its
own patriarch back.
The people who live in
this area now are called
Ukrainians, speaking a
language somewhat
different from Russian.
Normal Orthodox rules say
that each national group is
entitled to its own national
church, so what’s the
problem? Politics, of
course.
For three centuries after
1686, Ukraine was part of
the Russia empire and its
successor, the Soviet
Union. It was the Russian
Orthodox Church that
made the religious
decisions for everybody,
and received the revenues
from the 12,000 Orthodox
parishes in Ukraine. But
since Ukrainian
independence in 1991, all
that has been in question.
The question became
more urgent with Russia’s
unilateral annexation of
Crimea in 2014 and its
military support for
separatists in eastern
Ukraine since then.
Moscow wanted to keep
control of the Orthodox
Church in Ukraine, since it
was a way to influence
Ukrainian opinion in
Russia’s favour. But for the
same reason, it was a
priority for Ukrainian
nationalists to expel the
Russian influence.
Ukraine won, and
Ukraine’s president, Petro
Poroshenko, thanked
Patriarch Bartholomew last
weekend “for the courage
to make this historic
decision....Finally, God
sent us the Orthodox
Church of Ukraine.” (Is
Poroshenko really a
believer? Maybe, but he’s
certainly running for re-

election in March.)
Putin and Poroshenko
are both using religion for
their own purposes, but
Bartholomew just did what
was right. That has a cost:
the Russian Orthodox
Church accounts for almost
half of the 300 million
Orthodox Christians in the
world, and the hierarchy in
Moscow has now broken
off relations with the

patriarchate in
Constantinople. This is a
schism that may take a long
time to heal.
But Pussy Riot should
have the final word. As they
said in their famous ‘punk
prayer’ in the Cathedral of
Christ the Saviour in
Moscow in 2012 (for which
two of them did serious jailtime):
The Church praises

rotten leaders
The march of the cross
consists of black
limousines
Patriarch Kirill believes in
Putin,
Would be better, the
bastard, if he believed in
God!
Virgin birth-Giver of God,
drive away Putin!
Drive away Putin, drive
away Putin!
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Algarve Bike Rides

Let’
Let’ss walk
Tuesday January 15 – Let’s
Walk from Vale de Telheiro:
Another beautiful walk on the
limestone Barrocal, just over
two hours and fairly easy.
10am start – meet at the cafe with
no name. Drive to Loulé and follow signs for Salir using the ring
road. At the roundabout for
Boliqueime, take the Bolique ime exit and then the road immediately right (sign for Vale da
Telheiro). Drive for three km on
this road, café on left (Delta coffee sign). Chris 913 011 537
Tuesday January 22 – Let’s
Walk through Orange Groves
near Silves:
A beautiful and interesting
moderately easy 2.5 hour walk

Club

through the orange growing area
close
to
Silves.
10am start – meet at the Café
Casinhas. Drive to Silves, cross
over the bridge and turn right. At
the roundabout take the first
exit and drive for about 300m
when you will see a road to the
right with a blue sign for ‘turismo
rural’. Turn here and drive for
about 4km when after crossing
a bridge you will soon see the cafe
on your right. Chris 913 011 537
All are welcome, please just
come along there is no need to
book but wear shoes suitable for
country walking. There is a
nominal charge of 5 euro p.p. this
includes a donation to charity,
full details www.portugal walks
.com.

Saturday 12 January
Bike Ride starting in Paderne:
we meet in the car park at the bottom of the hill at 9.15am ready
for a 9.30am start. This will be a
moderately challenging ride with
a cafe stop somewhere along the
way .
Sunday 13 January Bike
Ride starting in Moncarapacho:
we meet by the cemetery at
9.15am, ready for a 9.30am start.
This is a regular Sunday ride
around 35-40 kms with a cafe
stop .
Note : We reserve the right to
cancel any ride if less than 5 people are signed up for the ride ! so
please sign up by 6pm on the
evening prior to the ride if you
intend to come .
If you would like to come
along to one of these rides, please
do let me know either by text,

e.mail or by confirming on
Facebook via the Activity Algarve Bike Rides page ! If a ride
has to be cancelled for any reason, such as bad weather, then
notification of cancellation will
be via text, so please make sure
that I have your mobile phone
number!
paul.beesley@sapo.pt

New Y
ear’
Year’
ear’ss Resolutions?

Get out more?
Meet interesting new people?
Keep brain active?
Help abandoned animals in the Algarve?

Do all of these by joining the
Cupid Quiz Group now!
You are invited to the next quiz
night on Saturday 26 January.
The group is an unofficial club
that meets every five or six weeks
through the year for a fun quiz
evening and supper. They meet
on Saturday evenings near
Alcantarilha Station – inside if
cold or on the covered terrace
during the summer. Supper is
supplied by the hosts and other
volunteers, so there are virtually
no costs associated with running
the events. The result is that although the entry fee is only €15
(which includes both the quiz
and supper and numbers are
strictly limited), a typical
evening raises between three
and four hundred euros - all of
which goes straight to the MAYDAY animal rescue centre.
The quiz, a combination of
general knowledge, pictures and
music is compiled by quizmaster Chris and all marking is car-

ried out by his wife Robbie.
There is therefore no tedious
swapping of answer sheets between teams and consequent
disagreements over marks –
though that is not to say that
queries never arise!
For supper there is always a
choice of main course and a selection of sweets and it is no surprise that the quiz supper is
known for being one of the best
in the Algarve.
The next quiz night is scheduled for Saturday 26 January at
7.30pm and there is room for a
few new players. If you would
like to join in the fun and meet
some new people, either as an
individual or as a small group,
assured that all the money raised
goes straight to the animals, contact Chris on 917764885 or
christopher.c.new@gmail.com.
Please note that pre-booking is
essential as everyone has to be
part of one of the teams of four
to six players.

January Irish Walk January 26
The St Patrick’s January
walk will take place in São Brás
de Alportel on January 26.
Meeting place at 10am is
Intermarché (on the Tavira side
of the town, follow the Tavira
signs from the center and you
will find it) We shall take coffee
there. Departure 10.15/20am
for ten-minute drive to start of
the walk, North of the town.
The last two kilometres of the
route is on an unmade road. But,
the drive is worth it to have a flatish walk on the top of the hills

with stupendous views. The
walk will be two hours, mainly
flat but with a few hills and the
terrain is forest tracks. It will be
a proper walk, but with an easy
turnback for those not wishing
to do the full two hours. Lunch
at the excellent Indian, A Taste
of Punjab, in São Brás, €12.50
per head. Non-Indian food eaters can be catered for. Lunch will
be at 1 pm.
Non-members welcome
Contact
John
O,Neill
Johnobocadorio@gmail,com

Please send your Club or Community news to:
newsdesk@theportugal news.com

Community News
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More cold dips, more funds raised
The annual charity event
to swim or paddle in the
Atlantic Ocean has, this
year, so far, raised over
1600 Euros for children in
care. A big thank you and
congratulations to everyone
who took part, to
BlueXperience for participating on paddles on
Christmas Day, the teams of

Volunteers collecting donations, those who watched,
the media for the publicity,
Diogo Correia https://
www.facebook.com/
diogo10 and Alberto Cortez
for their superb photografic
coverage of the events and
to everyone who donated so
generously.
The weather was perfect

Obituary For Jok Addison
05.06.1936 – 31.12 2018
Jok came to the Algarve
in the late 80’s followed
by his partner Trudy.
He soon started to
teach in The International
School in Porches. His
free days did not last long
as they were filled with
requests from friends to
tutor their children at
home.
Trudy joined the tutoring and soon their home
became too small.
Together, and with the
help of parents, the tutoring moved to an area
called Vale Verde and the
Vale Verde College was
started in a disused primary school at Quatro
Estradas.
Jok was an excellent

teacher with a warm
heart and a fund of
knowledge from unbelievable directions.
He always went to
school with tremendous
pleasure in his heart.
He believed in the
teenagers. He always
enjoyed his teaching
and so did the students.
They also liked that he
often forgot to give them
homework.
Jok and Trudy´s work
is continued in Aljezur
International School. A
school highly acknowledged, as it certainly
was in Jok and Trudy´s
days.
Jok’s wisdom and
knowledge are missed.

for both of the events, one
on Christmas day, and the
second on New Year’s day.
Although on Christmas
Day, we had to be careful of
the rocks and on New
Years Day the waves were
at some points very high!!!!
The funds raised will be
divided between A Gaivota,
Santa Casa in Albufeira
and Espaço Amigos in
Armação de Pêra.
Great excitement was
added by the TV crews Portuguese channels - Sic,
TVI and CMTV on Christmas day.

Please send your Club or
Community news to:
newsdesk@theportugal
news.com

Photo: Diogo Correia http://facebook.com/diogo10

Vilamoura International School donates €7,000 to charity

V

ilamoura International School (CIV)
donated €7.000 to
various charity
organisations, at the annual Christmas Concert
that took place in Casino
de Vilamoura last December. This value was raised
by the school community,
through the various stalls at
the Christmas Fair.
Cidália Ferreira Bicho
(Director of Education at
CIV) and Bruno Nande
(Principal of the English
Studies) presented these
donations to the Quarteira
Social Canteen (€2,500);
Miriam - the little fighter;
the Fund for Simão and
Mariana - Help Mariana
Fund! (€1,000 each) and to
the Big Hand Project
(sponsoring five children) €1,500.
Respecting others, social awareness and community responsibility are

some of the values CIV tries
to instil in their students,
from a young age. Human-

istic values should be
evoked in all, with the
knowledge that some-

times, providing happiness
to someone is only a gesture away.
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Animal World

Puppy farms
Everyone wants the perfect healthy puppy, but puppies
bought from puppy farms are more likely to develop
illnesses and have long-term problems with their behaviour
later in life. The worst part is a lot of owners won’t even
know they’re buying from a puppy farm.

T

he PDSA wants to
help owners to
recognise the
signs so you can
avoid puppy farms. Always
remember, if you’re not
sure it’s best not to take the
puppy home on the day. A
genuine breeder will
usually understand and
allow you to come back
another day.

What is a puppy farm?
A puppy farm is where
multiple dogs are
continually bred and the
puppies sold. They are kept
in poor conditions as the
‘breeders’ don’t care for
their health and happiness.
They are very different to

reputable breeders.
Usually reputable breeders
will only breed one or two
different breeds at any one
time and should put the
health of their puppies and
their mothers above a quick
profit. Puppy farms tend to
have far more breeds than
this available, and dogs
from puppy farms can be
unwell, leading to potential
heartache for the unwitting
owners who take them on.
Puppy farms are bad for
dogs and owners. There
are plenty of reasons you
should never knowingly buy
from a puppy farm which
are highlighted by the
PDSA:
• Wellbeing. Like all

animal lovers, we think
that it’s most important
that all pets should be
happy and healthy. Puppy
farmers won’t care for
their dog’s wellbeing. A lot
of dogs used for puppy
farming (both the mums
and the puppies) are kept
in very poor conditions.
They’ll not have seen a vet
or had important
preventative healthcare
like vaccines or treatment
for fleas and worms.
• Over breeding. As
puppy farms are solely for
profit, they will continue
breeding from a female
dog until she can’t
physically have puppies
anymore. These poor

dogs are made to breed
every time they come into
season, giving them no
time to rest.
• Inbreeding. Inbreeding
causes serious health
problems in dogs. If two
dogs are too closely
related, the puppies are
more likely to develop
serious health problems.
Puppy farmers don’t care
about this and will breed
any two dogs together
even if they are closely
related.
• Socialisation. Puppies
from puppy farms will not
have been properly
socialised to become
good, confident pets.
They’ll have never
experienced a normal
home environment and all
the smells, sights and
sounds that come with
that. They won’t have a
met different types of
people. Because of this,
they’re more likely to
develop behaviour issues,
including phobias. Often
puppy farmed pups are
taken away from their
mum far too early,
meaning they miss out on
learning how to properly
interact with other dogs.
• Ethics. The people who
run puppy farms do not
value the lives of the dogs
they are breeding from or
the puppies. A lot of the
mothers will be
abandoned once they stop
being useful for breeding.
Some puppies will die due
to poor health and the
conditions they are kept in.
Sickly puppies are often
sold on as healthy ones.

How to recognise a
puppy farm
When you are buying a
puppy, you might not
recognise that you’re

buying from a puppy farm.
Many of these types of
sellers are experienced
and go to extremes to
cover up what they really
are.
A puppy farm isn’t
always obvious, so look
out for some important
signs at each stage of
purchasing your puppy.

Ads
• How many ads has the
seller posted? If you find
an advert online, see how
many other ads the seller
has. A puppy farm will
likely be advertising
several litters of different
breeds at any one time.
• Search the number.
Always Google the
telephone number on the
ad. Dealers may use the
same contact number on
more than one advert, so
try searching for the
number to bring up any
other adverts the number
is used on.

Sellers
• Will they let you see the
whole litter in the place
they were born? Often, a
puppy farm will try to meet
you in a public location like
a car park or motorway
service station. They’ll
usually try to pretend that
this is for your
convenience, but if
pressed you might find out
you’re not able to see the
puppy at their home. If you
can’t see the puppy at
home then you should not
buy the dog.
• Do they ask you
questions? A breeder that
cares about the welfare of
their dogs will ask you just
as many questions as you
ask them! Puppy farms
don’t care where their
dogs go so are unlikely to
ask you about your
situation or try to find out if
you’re an appropriate
owner.
• Do they know about the
breed? A reputable
breeder will often love the
breed and know all there
is to know; they should be
able to answer any
question you might have. A
puppy farmer will only
know the basics as they
often deal with multiple
breeds.
• Are they keen to deal in
cash? Puppy farms tend to
only allow cash payments
and you’ll often find this
can’t be refunded. They
may have a strict no
returns policy. While many
reputable breeders won’t
be set up for other
payment methods, they
should agree to sign a
puppy contract laying out
responsibilities, including
that all the information that
they’ve provided is

accurate. They should also
be willing to support you if
for any reason you can’t
keep the dog.

What should I do if I
think it’s a puppy
farm?
• Walk away. It can be
hard leaving a puppy,
especially if you think
you’re leaving them in a
puppy farm. But buying a
puppy from a farm won’t
help the puppy, it will just
make a profit for the
breeders and mean they
continue to breed many
more puppies as a result.
• Report the ad. If you
found the ad online, report
the advert to the website it
is on.
• Call the police if you
see cruelty to animals. If
you directly witness any
cruelty, ring the police.

ADOPTION
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Top 5 cacti plants
The popularity of the cactus is on the rise but which ones
are best for you?

M

ost cacti and
succulents are
happiest in
desert and
savannah situations with
little moisture, bright
sunshine, excellent
drainage and low
moisture, coupled with
high temperatures, so bear
that in mind when
positioning yours.
But the good news is,
they won’t mind central
heating - as long as they’re
not right next to the radiator
- and they will look terrific
amid contemporary
displays, on shelves and
windowsills.
Here are five cacti
favourites which will last
much longer than the
festive season.
1. Old Lady Cactus
(Mammillaria
Hahniana
subs.
Woodsii)
This compact specimen,
covered in wispy white
hairs, is ideal for those who
haven’t much space as it
will remain compact and is
slow-growing.
Hardly needing any

maintenance, it is round
and flat at the top, with
spines emerging out of
small swellings where the
plant stores water.
If you’re lucky, it may
reward you with a halo of
rose pink flowers in spring.
It’s good as a trio of
individual pots or in a
mixed display in a large,
contemporary circular
planter.
2. Golden Barrel
Cactus
(Echinocactus
Grusonii)
A beautifully shaped
globular cactus, this looks
brilliant on its own in a
festive pot on the table but
will make more of an
impact as a collection.
This cactus is a glossy
green, with deep ribs
running from top to bottom
and golden yellow spines.
Native to Mexico, it can
grow much larger in a
bigger pot.
3. Christmas Cactus
(Schlumbergera)
This dangly candidate
gives you a riot of colour all
winter long, in shades
ranging from deep purple

and pink, to red and white,
with sizzling flowers
appearing at the end of
spreading stems.
The kindest way to treat
these plants is to put them
on a bright windowsill (but
out of full sun) and leave
them alone. If you turn
them, the buds may drop.
Plants in bloom last
longer in cooler rooms and
you need to keep the plant
on the dry side for a few
weeks after flowering - after
which, you should water
sparingly. Re-potting (in
ericaceous compost) is
only necessary when they
outgrow their pot.
If they like their situation
and are allowed plenty of
light, these plants will
flower year after year.
4. Prickly Pear
(Opuntia)
Prickly pears are
available in a variety of
shapes and colours,
though many have bunnyear-like forms peppered
with little white dots. Among
the favourites is opuntia
microdasys and also
consider the opunta
albispina cactus, which
grows evenly spaced
clusters of hairs rather than
sharp spines.
Keep these cacti in small
pots to check their growth.
The Mexican native grows
clusters of pads that get no
larger than two feet tall, but
can grow up to five feet
wide over time.
5. Orchid Cactus
(Epiphyllum)
These prickly beauties

will give you much to look
forward to, for they usually
bloom in late spring and
summer, producing bright,
showy flowers.
Hardy to about 10C
(50F), they are relatively
trouble-free to care for.

You may want to hang them
from a wall or in a hanging
container which will show
off their long, pendant, leaflike stems.
They need really welldrained soil, so grow them
in cactus compost mixed

with added grit, placing
them in bright but not direct
sunlight in a room with
moderate to high humidity.
If you’re in a room with dry
air, place the pot on a tray
filled with gravel and keep
it topped up with water.

Food
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Cookbooks that defined the decades
Cookbooks don’t just teach us how to make a certain dish, they tell stories,
reflect the prevailing food moods of their time, share knowledge and history, and
tend to be things of beauty (today that is - before the Eighties, you were lucky to
even get a picture of something edible on the cover).

T

hey pinpoint
moments and
trends, and direct
them too, and
best of all become dogeared, splattered with
soup, sticky with spilled
sugar and annotated with
your own musings over
time (‘Needs more salt’,
‘Leave out the walnuts...’),
so that they become as
much a record of your
culinary explorations as
the original writer’s.
Here are some of the
most important, scenestealing cookbooks of the
last few decades...
1960s
The story of Julia Child
writing her opus, Mastering
The Art Of French Cooking
(1961 - and it’s still in print),
is the stuff of legend (and
Hollywood - Meryl Streep
played her in the 2009
movie, Julie & Julia). She is
undoubtedly the woman
who brought French
cooking and French
culinary sensibilities to the
USA for the first time - from
lobster thermidor to crepe
suzette - and it catapulted
her onto TV to boot.
France was seemingly
very much in vogue during
the Sixties, so you can
understand the similar
success of Elizabeth
David’s French Provincial
Cooking (1960) - a staple to
this day on many a chef’s
bookshelf.
1970s
The Seventies was not
the greatest decade for
cookery books (presumably
everyone was getting to
grips with David and Child’s
work), but one did manage
to make a particularly good
impression: An Invitation To
Indian Cookery by Madhur
Jaffrey (1973). She was
arguably the first person to
bring the flavours of India

into our homes and to
families who weren’t of
Indian origin, and she
nabbed a TV show out of it
too.
1980s
Classic, solid homecooking was much-prized in
the Eighties, hence the wild
success of Delia’s Complete
Cookery Course (1982) by
queen Delia Smith. Rick
Stein took the initiative in
1988 and finally started
encouraging us to consider
fish (not just the battered
kind) with his foundational
English Seafood Cookery.
And for sheer inventiveness
and for bringing organic
produce into public
consciousness, American
restaurant-owner and chef
Alice Waters’ 1982
collection, Chez Panisse
Menu Cookbook, is a
cornerstone collection of
recipe ideas.
1990s
The age of the celebrity
chef, the Nineties was the
ultimate decade for bad boy
chefs - if White Heat (1990)
by Marco Pierre White is
anything to go by. Dubbed
the advent of ‘gastroporn’, it
made cooking sexy. A freshfaced Jamie Oliver then
capitalised on that at the end
of the decade with The
Naked Chef - his attempt to
show lads that cooking
wasn’t just for girls, it could
get you girls too.
Meanwhile, the ever
charismatic Nigella Lawson,
then a food critic, was
penning How To Eat (1998) currently celebrating it’s 20th
anniversary. She made
cooking accessible, gave us
licence to cheat (ie. shop
properly and then assemble,
rather than spend hours at
the hob) and extolled the
virtues of paying attention
to, and cooking for,
oneself (preferably clams

with linguine).
As a backdrop to the fiery,
sexy side of cheffing, there
was the River Cafe
Cookbook (1995) by Rose
Gray and Ruth Rogers, who
went on to inspire a whole
new generation of chefs
(including Oliver) to work
with Italian flavours and
produce, while Simon
Hopkinson got everyone
treating chicken with the
proper amount of respect, in
his trailblazer of a cookbook,
Roast Chicken And Other
Stories (1996).
2000s
The 2000s started with a
bang, thanks to chef Anthony
Bourdain’s expose of the
goings on behind the
scenes of New York’s
restaurant scene, in Kitchen
Confidential (2000).
Triggered by his New Yorker
essay, Don’t Eat Before
Reading This, it let the world
in on the filthy, raucous,
drug-fuelled
“nerve-shattering chaos”
of professional kitchens,
and launched Bourdain’s
career with it, meaning he
got to make - and we got to
watch - his hungry,
thoughtful and quite brilliant
food-documentary series
(especially Parts Unknown).
At the rather more gentle
end of the spectrum came
Hugh FearnleyWhittingstall’s River Cottage
Meat Book (2004), a
veritable encyclopaedia on
eating animals, and then
Nigel Slater’s first Kitchen
Diaries (2005). His ‘Real’
series of recipe collections

had already been a hit, but
the Diaries heralded a kind
of food writing that was
meandering, beautiful, and
in time with the daily and
seasonal motions of
cooking and eating.
2010s - so far
While this decade is not
yet over, the 2010s have
seen an explosion in
vegetarian and vegan
cookery books. We’ve been
treated to the colourful
Fresh India by Meera Sodha
(2016) and Anna Jones’
groundbreaking A Modern
Way To Eat on the
vegetarian front, while the
likes of YouTubers BOSH!
have made veganism
genuinely cool.
In terms of the book that
has perhaps had the most
impact on how we eat in
recent years though, the
gong must automatically go
to Plenty by Yotam
Ottolenghi (2010) - it’s the
reason you can now find
pomegranate seeds in
every supermarket, and why
you’re likely to know what
sumac is.
And the book set to
significantly shape what we
eat in the future? It has to be
Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat by
Samin Nosrat (2017), a
tomb devoted to the four
factors which determine
how tasty our food will be;
she barely writes recipes,
and instead has written a
guide to the principles of
great cooking - also, her
accompanying Netflix
documentary series is
wonderful.

Interiors

Turn your home technicolour

B

anish the fear and
do it anyway,
declares Emily
Henson, interiors
stylist and author of the aptly
named, Be Bold: Interiors
For The Brave Of Heart,
which is a celebration of
homes with “joyful patterns,
gutsy colour choices and
exhilarating paint
treatments”.
Their owners, she says,
enjoy homes which contain
daring explosions of colour,
pattern, humour and
originality, where “boldness
is a way of life”.
Some make a statement
“with vivid paint on every
surface and neon signs on
the walls”, while others
have “leopard print and
folksy embroidered
cushions clashing on a pink
sofa, or window frames
painted yellow in an
otherwise white wall”.
Whatever, she notes, bold
really is beautiful.
It’s certainly a world away
from the bland, and Henson
gleefully sums up the
philosophy as ‘decorate like
nobody’s watching’.
Still nervous? “Think of
the colours you like and
want in your life, and test the
waters by spray painting
something small,” she says.
For the more confident, she
urges: “Dive in at the deep
end, just go for it! What’s the
worst thing that can
happen? You won’t like it
and you’ll have to repaint.
That’s not the end of the
world.”
Be inspired by three
homes where owners truly
dance to their own decor
tune...
Cook up a colour storm

Set designer Amy Exton
indulges her love of colour
and kitsch with a no-holdsbarred scheme for her
kitchen, and has created a
home that packs a stylish
punch.
“Amy hand-painted this
eye-popping mural herself,
painstakingly taping off
each area and alternating
between stripes, leopard
and solid painted sections,”
Henson says.
“She continues the
mouthwatering colour
scheme with apple green
on the walls and brightlycoloured metal stools. It’s a
total transformation from it’s
previous look of magnolia
paint and wall-to-wall
brown carpet.”
EMILY’S DECOR TIP:
Choose one shade and
paint everything - walls,
ceilings, doors, woodwork,
radiators - for an
intoxicating, enveloping
effect. If that’s too much,
choose a main colour for
the walls and ceiling and
one or two accents for
doors, shelves or features. If
you feel bold, paint part-way
up the walls and leave the
top half white, or use two
different colours for a wall in either complementary or
contrasting shades.
Mix a cocktail of shades
Anything goes in the
apartment of Spanish
designer Patricia Bustos,
who ignores outdated rules
and injects a fresh
quirkiness into all her
schemes.
She’s created an
entertainment ‘zone’ with a
bamboo tiki bar, Eighties
Terje Ekstrom chairs
upholstered in mustard

wool, and for the perfect
finishing touch, designed
her own ‘Oh La La’ neon
sign.
“For Patricia, being bold
means combining different
eras, ignoring outdated
rules about pattern and
colour matching, and
injecting humour and
quirkiness into everything
she designs. Her home is a
joyful expression of what’s
in her head, and it’s
fabulous,” says Henson.
“It’s all fabulously OTT.
What makes it work? A
limited colour palette and
the guts to own the look.”
EMILY’S DECOR TIP:
Stylists often create ‘fake
walls’ - large pieces of
plywood covered in
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Colour’s officially cool - according to the decor
experts - but it takes guts to plunge into the
palette and experiment in rooms.

wallpaper - for
photographic shoots.
These can be used as a
flexible, movable expanse
of pattern, which can be
leaned against a wall for a
playful focal point, or used
as a great way to test out
your enthusiasm for a
particular pattern or colour,
before committing to it.
Wake up a wall...
A vibrant blue shade on a
wall brilliantly brings shop
owner Zoe Anderson’s
dining area to life, with
simple, modern furniture including a gleaming Tom
Dixon copper pendant light
- to provide balance.
“Kitchens are often
painted in neutral colours

as a safe option, but Zoe
went all-out bold with an
electric blue paint,”
explains Henson. “The
walls are a vibrant backdrop
for the family’s art
collection, including
children’s drawings and
keepsakes collected
on travels.”
EMILY’S DECOR
TIP: Make a
statement with a sofa
or a chair in a daring
or unusual shade, to
show-off your
‘adventurous’ colour
spirit, says Henson.
Bold doesn’t always
have to mean bright,
she points out, as
paler shades can be

just as effective. Think pink,
sage green, or aquamarine
- anything but the obvious.
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Why Bintan is the new tropical paradise
A short ferry ride from Singapore, Bintan is the tropical playground we should all get to know, says Katie Wright.

E

veryone’s reaction
is the same when I
tell them the name
of the Indonesian
island I’m about to visit.
‘Like the beer?’ they ask.
No, that’s Bintang, I
point out. I’m off to Bintan.
Evidently this
Indonesian outcrop isn’t
as famous as its
soundalike lager, but by
rights it should be,
because the high-end
holiday destination has
got a lot going for it, with
some residents touting it
as a rival to the country’s
best-known tourist
destination, Bali.
Part of the Riau
archipelago, the 450square kilometre island is

only accessible by sea
(unless you happen to
have a helicopter), with
most visitors sailing via
Malaysia or Singapore.
The latter is where I fly
into, jumping on the
speedy 45-minute ferry
from the Tanah Merah
terminal after spending a
couple of days sightseeing
in the city. And, honestly, I
couldn’t have timed my
arrival at Banyan Tree
Bintan any better.
The picturesque resort is
situated on the northern
side of the island, its 67
Thai-style villas spread
over two lush hillsides. It’s
just gone 6pm when I step
through the carved dark
wood door of my villa, and

the sky is beginning to turn
from hazy blue to
marshmallow pink. As the
fiery orange sun slips
behind the horizon, the
stunning sunset is
perfectly framed in the
window as I watch it from
my four-poster bed.
After a blissful night’s
sleep, I’m up at sunrise for
outdoor yoga at the
highest point of the
property, doing sun
salutations while gazing
out over the calm azure
sea. It feels wonderful to
stretch and loosen up, but,
truth be told, that’s about
as energetic as life gets for
me here.
Days are spent at an
extremely leisurely pace,

relaxing by the two hotel
pools or paddling in the
warm waters that lap at
the wide white sand
beach. Just when I think I
can’t get any more
relaxed, I spend two
glorious hours in the
Banyan Tree spa, having
the last remnants of cityinduced stress kneaded
out of my knotty back and
shoulders by a Thai
massage expert.
If too much lounging
around leaves you
restless on holiday, there
is plenty to do on Bintan
besides sunbathing.
Golfers have four pristine
courses to choose from
and you can find every
kind of water sport, from
laid-back kayaking
through shady
mangroves, to high-speed
jet-skiing on the ocean.
If it’s culture you’re after,
head south to the area
around capital city
Tanjung Pinang.
Reflecting the diverse
heritage of the Riau
region, here you’ll find
Buddhist temples, Muslim
mosques and a beautifully
restored Malay palace.
Personally, I get my fill
of history - not to mention
modernity - during my 48hour stopover in
Singapore, which begins
with a fascinating walking
tour around the Joo Chiat
area to marvel at the
traditional, ornatelypainted ‘shop houses’,
and get a taste of the
melting pot local cuisine.
With bustling hawker
centres (street food

markets where some
vendors actually have
Michellin stars) right
through to posh rooftop
bars, the incredibly clean
and green metropolis is
perfect for a city break.
But after a bustling blast
of concrete jungle, the
serenity of Bintan is even
more welcome.
As with so many tourism
hotspots, sustainability is
a big buzzword in
Indonesia at the moment and that’s no different at
Banyan Tree Bintan,
which has a marine
conservation centre on
site, dedicated to helping
boost the local turtle
population.
Here, conservation
officer Adlan Fadhlan
Bakti collects eggs laid in
nests on the beach by
Hawksbill turtles, who
then leave their offspring
to fend for themselves (or
risk being stolen by
poachers). The hatchlings
are looked after until
they’re strong enough to
head out into the wild.
“Then we let nature do
the rest,” Bakti explains on
my last afternoon at the
resort, when I get to help
release one of the
adorable green creatures
into the sea. A few metres
from the shore I watch my
tiny little turtle slowly
waddle into the waves and
eventually swim off,
hoping that he thrives and
lives to be 80 years old (as
some turtles do).
Then it’s time for my
final dinner, a spectacular
send-off at one of the eight

private dining destinations
that are dotted around the
resort, in addition to the
three restaurants. This
one requires a boat to
reach, but it’s a very short
voyage (a matter of
minutes) to the ‘kelong’,
an open air floating
restaurant based on the
traditional South East
Asian fishing platforms of
the same name.
Here, we’re treated to a
feast of Indonesian
delicacies from sea snails
(surprisingly tasty) and
otak otak (seafood
wrapped in coconut
leaves) to spicy crab and
nasi goreng fried rice, all
while bobbing gently
under the star-filled sky.
For those in search of
the ultimate secluded
escape, the kelong
concept is being extended
to a beautiful floating villa,
due to open at the resort in
2019. The island as a
whole is set for major
expansion in the next few
years, too, with an
international airport
expected to open in 2020.
Right now, it’s popular
with affluent
Singaporeans and expats,
not to mention celebrities
who appreciate the privacy
that the island affords. But
it will be a while before the
Riau islands hit the
mainstream - and that’s a
good thing.
If Bali is the crown jewel
of Indonesia, Bintan is a
hidden gem, but a
precious one that’s just
waiting for discerning
travellers to discover.
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Protecting the dexterity of your children
Researchers have long warned that too much time spent
online can have a negative effect on children’s mental health,
but it turns out, it’s pretty bad for their hands too.

A professor has warned
that the trend for using
digital devices is having a
catastrophic impact on
future medical students, as
increasing numbers of
surgeons in training lack
the dexterity to stitch or sew
up patients.
Roger Kneebone, who is
professor of surgical
education at Imperial
College London, says,
many young people
struggle with practical
tasks because they have
spent so little time
developing craft skills.
“It is important and an

increasingly urgent issue,”
he told the BBC. “It is a
concern of mine and my
scientific colleagues that,
whereas in the past, you
could make the
assumption that students
would leave school able to
do certain practical things cutting things out, making
things - that is no longer the
case.”
Parents and teachers
often rely on technology to
keep children occupied,
and it’s now estimated that
a third of under-fives own a
tablet device.
But while technology can

be an efficient tool for
learning new information,
it’s also vital that children
have a variety of playtime
activities to help them
develop fine motor skills the coordination of small
muscles in our hands,
wrists and fingers with the
eyes.
So, if you want to help
little ones get a better
grasp, it’s going to involve
rolling up your sleeves and
getting stuck into some
good old fashioned messy
play. Here are four familyfriendly, sensory activities
that will help get hands and
fingers moving...
1. Origami
The Japanese art of
folding paper into shapes
and figures has been
around since the 1600s,
but still remains one of the
easiest ways to get
children into crafting.
From folding and
creasing, to turning and
working the paper, the
whole process requires
mammoth amounts of
concentration, nifty fingers,
and with a little bit of
engineering and patience,
kids (and adults) will be
rewarded with their own 3D
artwork.

Health
And you’ll be left with lots
of colourful flowers,
animals and shapes to
hang around your home
too.
2. Paper doll chains
Who doesn’t remember
painstakingly snipping
away at a piece of folded
paper to create a chain of
paper people holding
hands?
There was something
super satisfying about
folding the paper
accordion-style, setting to
work with a pair of scissors
and then uncurling your
finished army of paper
men.
As well as being fun for
kids, the opening and
closing motion of cutting
with scissors is particularly
good at helping them
develop the small muscles
in their hands.
While paper dolls are

pretty cool on their own,
with some crayons and
biodegradable glitter, you
can make them extra
special by giving them their
own faces and sparkly
outfits.
3. Learn an
instrument
Whether plucking a
guitar, hitting the keys on a
piano or simply banging a
tambourine in time to the
beat, the speed and
precision needed from
fingers, hands and palms
during a DIY music session
is pretty unrivalled.
You can start kids young
with formal lessons, or
simply buy some
percussion instruments
and get them rattling along
to the radio. Sure, it might
make an unruly racket for
an hour or so, but
remember - all musical
geniuses have to start

somewhere.
4. Create models
with playdough
Ah Playdough - the
eternal marker of youth.
From palming and
flattening to forking and
moulding, there’s so much
this colourful dough can be

sculpted into.
If you really can’t bear to
part with the iPad, there are
loads of creative followalong tutorials on
YouTube, that can show
you how to make
everything from burgers to
dinosaurs.
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Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 6 Valerie; 7 Flirt; 9 Adder; 10 Quantum; 12 Stone's throw;
14 Proliferate; 18 Inquiry or enquiry; 19 Great; 21 Meter; 22 Tamarin.
Down: 1 Handy; 2 Desert; 3 Bit; 4 Flinch; 5 Crouton; 8 Cursory; 11 Uniform;
13 Drunken; 15 Louder; 16 Tartar; 17 Fakir; 20 Yam.
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CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
DOWN

QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Adorn (4)
3. Falls back (8)
9. Monkey-wrench (7)
10. The present time (5)
11. Politely (12)
13. Befit (6)
15. Frustrate (6)
17. Shipments (12)
20. Jewish teacher (5)
21. A cloth (7)
22. Fatherly (8)
23. Tidy (4)

DOWN

1. Portray (8)
2. Stupid (5)
4. Mistakes (6)
5. Proclamation (12)
6. Vest (7)
7. Prophet (4)
8. Interval (12)
12. Old joke (8)
14. Jemmy (7)
16. Items of business (6)
18. Female relative (5)
19. Support (4)

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

Medium

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

1. Refuse to go away in this vehicle! (8)
2. Frail, unsteady but has talent (5)
4. As a result of this present, get by (6)
5. Arrange pets to guard a person of
degree (12)
6. Increase possibility of having
argument right away (7)
7. Detest seeing the start of theatrical
play (4)
8. Run undesired, perhaps, when not
enough cover is provided (12)
12. Judged to have put off rise before
going in (8)
14. Scenic tour to see Eastern technology (7)
16. Went in last of thirty and made a
score (6)
18. Crossing into Belize, brandishing a
passport (5)
19. The base is sound, but has a defect (4)
Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 6 Release; 7 Halma; 9 Tepid;
10 Complex; 12 Retribution; 14 Consequence;
18 Allowed; 19 Annoy; 21 Tread; 22 Reverse.
Down: 1 Never; 2 Revise; 3 Use; 4 Carpet;
5 Emperor; 8 Cobbler; 11 Croquet; 13 Forlorn;
15 Slogan; 16 Cancel; 17 Hoist; 20 Wed.

ACROSS
1. Skilful backing in efficient federal
government (4)
3. Phil Shaw changed his name at a stroke (8)
9. Implement that fixes spring to end
runner (7)
10. The place, we hear, is an eyesore (5)
11. One has little connection in being a
politician (12)
13. Trip round USA sir? Or some other
place? (6)
15. Cover for mental condition (6)
17. Tool problem: it has to be
reassembled (6,6)
20. Eye make-up used by those at sea? (5)
21. Can't be a person of distinction (7)
22. Ed was key negotiator during certain
periods (8)
23. Measure used at police headquarters? (4)

Hard
Last week’s solutions

Property of the Week

Modern 2 bedroom apartment
with amazing views over
the sea and Albufeira Marina.
This apartment is located within 10 minutes walking distance to the beach of
Albufeira, the old town and the marina of Albufeira.

T

he apartment was
built in 2006
and has recently
been refurbished.
The apartment comprises of
living/dining room with
access to the terrace,
modern style fully fitted
kitchen, bathroom and 2
bedrooms each with access
to a terrace. From the rear
terrace, you have the most
stunning views of Albufeira
with panoramic sea views
and overlooking the marina.
The apartment is sold fully
furnished and has a brand
new boiler. Also there is air
conditioning installed for

heating and cooling as well
as underfloor heating, and
double glazing with newly
fitted stylish blinds.
The apartment is being sold
including a parking place in
the underground garage
and there is access to the
communal garden and
swimming pool with again
amazing sea views.
Albufeira is located in the
centre of the Algarve and
some people say its the
heart of the Algarve
enriched with culture and
history (Paderne), with all
year round tourism,
fantastic restaurants and

bars, nightlife to match any
European city, marina that
was build in 2003, golf
courses and train station
(Ferreiras) that can take you
to Lisbon with a few hours.
Faro airport is about 30
minutes drive.
Are you looking for a perfect
holiday home or a good
rental investment? This
apartment is a very good
opportunity. Contact us to
receive more information
and to book a viewing. We
speak English, Dutch,
French, Swedish, German
and Portuguese.

Property Ref: SAP769
Price: €225,000
For more information or to
arrange a viewing, call
Divine Home (Albufeira
Office) on: (+351) 289 501
664, email us at
info@divine-home.eu or
visit www.divine-home.eu
and take a look at this
property and our full
portfolio.
We have properties in areas
of Tavira, Moncarapacho,
São Brás de Alportel, Loulé,
Albufeira, Silves, Armação
de Pêra, Lagoa, Carvoeiro,
Ferragudo and Portimão.
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REF: AV-585SWD - LAGOS

REF: AA-577SDN - LAGOS

REF: AT-463SH - LAGOS

THIS LOVELY SEMI DETACHED 2 BED
PROPERTY IS LOCATED IN THE QUAINT
VILLAGE OF BURGAU WITHIN WALKING
DISTANCE OF THE BEACH, RESTAURANTS
AND ALL AMENITIES. WITH A HUGE
PRIVATE SUN TERRACE WITH POOL. CALL
US FOR YOUR PRIVATE VIEWING!
ASKING PRICE €289.000

THIS SUNNY 2 BED APARTMENT IS
LOCATED IN A GREAT LOCATION ONLY
A FEW STEPS AWAY FROM THE MARINA
AND ALL AMENITIES. IT BOASTS A LARGE
SUNNY TERRACE TO ENJOY THE
ALGARVE SUN. ONLY MISSING A PROUD
NEW OWNER!
ASKING PRICE €295.000

LOCATION AND VIEWS!! THIS LOVELY
MODERN 4 BED TOWNHOUSE HAS IS ALL.
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE TO THE
BEACH, TOWN & MARINA. IF YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR SPACE, VIEWS AND A1
LOCATION FOR A REASONABLE PRICE
THIS IS IT!
ASKING PRICE: €545.000

LAND & HOUSES ALGARVE
YELLOW HOMES
Sociedade de Mediação
Imobiliária Lda.
AMI 6232

For detailed information,
please visit our website:
www.landandhousesalgarve.com
www.landandhousesalgarve.de

Tavira: 281 320 281
Vilamoura: 289 301 294

Moncarapacho

Beautiful, Moorish style 3 bedroom
/ 3 bathroom villa (188 m2) with
pool & large, automatic irrigated
garden. Garage. Plot of 5240 m2.
Private borehole.
EC class: D

Ref: LHV-1389 Price: €650.000

Tavira

High quality 3 bedroom /
4 bathroom townhouse (333 m2)
with fabulous views & terraces
close to the Roman Bridge in Tavira.
Garage. Large patio area.
EC class: in progress

Ref: LHT-1038 Price: €500.000

Tavira

New 2 and 3 bedroom penthouse
apartments (86-132 m2) with large
terraces, private garage &
swimming pool in the center.
Construction starts in 2019.
EC class: A

Ref: LHA-1447 Price: €285.000

São Brás de Alportel

Single storey renovated 2 bedroom /
1 bathroom cottage in gated
condominium with a communal pool.
Private courtyard. Nice views. Easy
leave & lock up.
EC class: D

Ref: LHV-1433

Price: €209.000

Vila Sol

€1.175,000

Cabanas de Tavira

Fully furnished, detached 1
bedroom / 1 bathroom cottage set
in a holiday resort with a
communal pool, restaurant. bar.
Near all amenities & waterfront.
A/C. EC class: N.A

Ref: LHV-1435

Price: €175.000

AMI 7557

Tel: 00351 289 314 312
Fax: 00351 289 314 260
info@silverholidays.com
www.silverholidays.com
Rua do Brasil,
Casa Italiana, Loja 5,
8125-479 Vilamoura

Vilamoura

€895.000

*** New property ***
4+1 bedroom villa, in a residential area
just behind Browns Sports Club. Large
south facing private pool and generous
sized area of lawn gardens with
outside custom made bar / entertaining
area. Large 1100m2 plot, very private
you are not over looked.

Vilamoura

€320,000

*** New Property ***
2+1 Bedroom / 3 bathroom townhouse
with communal swimming pool, near
the new Hilton Spa resort, within easy
access to the Marina & beach and Old
village via the tourist road train that
stops nearby. A wonderful holiday
home or residential.

Vilamoura

€2.500.000

*** New Property ***
Palatial 3 storey property showcases a
modern and colourful ambience. 6
bedroom golf property with direct
access to the golf course. South – west
facing, the house enjoys sun all day
long. Own private heated pool, Jacuzzi
located on the 1st level balcony.

*** Price Reduced ***
Beautiful 4 bedroom detached villa
located on the golf resort of Vila Sol
not far from the clubhouse. The Villa
comprises of an impressive entrance
hall, with lots of natural light through
the double glazed windows. Built to a
very high standard over two floors.

Vilamoura

€790.000

*** New Property ***
4 bedroom / 4 bathroom detached
villa, within a minute’s walk of the
Hilton Hotel. The Old Village is a 15minute walk. The interior is to a high
standard. Spacious outside terrace
with built-in BBQ and gardens,
private gated swimming pool.

Prestige Property

EXCLUSIVE TO ALGARVE MANTA PROPERTIES !!

REF 2349
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MANTA ROTA

€250.000

FOUR BEDROOM SEMI DETACHED
CLOSE TO THE BEACH
AIR CONDITIONING
GARAGE ROOM TRANSFORMED TO BEDROOM
EXTRA LOFT ROOM CURRENTLY STORAGE
GREAT SIZED PATIO WITH BBQ
THREE BATHROOMS
(3 BEDROOMS 1ST FLOOR, OTHER GROUND FLOOR)

AMI Agents licence number: 7673

REF 2373
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALTURA

€298.000

FOUR BEDROOM SEMI DETACHED VILLA
FRONT AND REAR GENEROUS PATIOS
SPACE FOR PRIVATE POOL IF REQUIRED
BRAND NEW AIR CONDITIONING
SOLAR PANELS FOR HOT WATER
CLOSE TO FACILITIES
APPROX 800M FROM ALTURA BEACH
GARAGE, CURRENTLY DINING ROOM

Office phone/fax: 00351 281 95 28 20
Mobile: 00351 911 04 18 62
Sales: www.algarvemantaproperties.com
Rentals: www.algarvemanta.pt
E-mail: sarah@algarvemanta.pt
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SATURDAY 12/01/19
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Live.
11.30 Tom Kerridge’s Fresh
Start.
12.00 Football Focus.
13.00 BBC News; Weather.
13.15 Athletics: Great Stirling
Cross Country.
15.15 Bargain Hunt.
16.00 Final Score.
17.25 The Time It Takes.
18.00 BBC News.
18.10 BBC Regional News;
Weather.
18.20 Pointless Celebrities.
19.10 Michael McIntyre’s Big
Show.
20.10 The Greatest Dancer.
21.10 Casualty.
22.00 BBC News; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
22.20 Match of the Day.
23.45 The NFL Show.
00.15 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.20 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.45 All Over the Place:
Europe.
07.15 Wild & Weird.
07.30 All Over the Workplace.
08.00 Show Me What You’re
Made Of.
08.30 The Dog Ate My
Homework.
09.00 Richard Hammond’s
Invisible Worlds.
10.00 Natural World.
11.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
12.00 Food & Drink.
12.30 Best Bakes Ever.
13.00 Hairy Bikers’ Best of
British.
13.45 Talking Pictures: Anthony
Hopkins.
14.25 FILM: 84 Charing Cross
Road (1987).
16.00 Escape to the Country.
16.30 Attenborough and the
Giant Egg.
17.30 The Victorian House of
Arts and Crafts.
18.30 Back in Time for School.
19.30 Dad’s Army.
20.00 Cities: Nature’s New Wild.
21.00 QI XL.
21.45 FILM: Manchester By The
Sea (2016).
00.00 FILM: Spaceship (2016).
01.25 This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00 CITV.
07.30 Scrambled!: Scrambled!
07.35 Scrambled!: The Tom and
Jerry Show.
07.50 Scrambled!: The
Powerpuff Girls.
08.10 Scrambled!: ToonMarty.
08.30 Scrambled!: Marvel
Ultimate Spider-Man Vs
The Sinister Six.

09.05 Scrambled!: Mighty
Magiswords!
09.25 ITV News.
09.30 James Martin’s Saturday
Morning.
11.40 Jeremy Wade’s Mighty
Rivers.
12.05 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
12.15 Dancing on Ice.
14.10 FILM: Evan Almighty
(2007).
16.00 The Chase.
17.00 The Brits Are Coming.
18.00 ITV News and Weather.
18.15 ITV News London;
Weather.
18.30 New You’ve Been
Framed!
19.00 Celebrity Catchphrase.
20.00 The Voice UK.
21.30 Through the Keyhole.
22.30 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
22.45 FILM: Rambo: First Blood
Part II (1985).

Channel 4
06.45 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.10 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.35 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
08.00 The Big Bang Theory.
08.30 The Big Bang Theory.
09.00 The Simpsons.
09.30 The Simpsons.
10.00 The Simpsons.
10.30 Heineken Champions
Cup Rugby: The Big
Tackle.
11.30 The Simpsons.
12.00 The Simpsons.
12.30 Heineken Champions
Cup Rugby Union.
15.15 A Place in the Sun.
16.00 A Place in the Sun.
16.30 Location, Location,
Location.
17.35 The Secret Life of the Zoo.
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 Princess Diana’s
“Wicked” Stepmother.
20.00 Hidden Britain by Drone.
21.00 FILM: Central Intelligence
(2016).
23.05 FILM: The Last Witch
Hunter (2015).
01.10 The Crystal Maze.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.45
22.30
23.00
23.30
01.00
02.00
03.00
04.00

Hidden Kingdoms.
Wild Arabia.
Black Lake.
Black Lake.
Top of the Pops: 1987.
Top of the Pops: 1987.
The Heart of Country:
How Nashville Became
Music City USA.
On Drums - Stewart
Copeland!
Hidden Kingdoms.
Wild Arabia.
Close.

SUNDAY 13/01/19
BBC One
06.00
08.35
10.00
11.00
11.30
12.30
13.00
13.15
13.50
14.50
15.20
16.40
17.30
17.50
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.20
22.30
23.35
00.10
01.35
01.40

Breakfast.
Match of the Day.
The Andrew Marr Show.
Sunday Politics.
The Big Questions.
Homes Under the
Hammer.
BBC News; Weather.
Songs of Praise.
Bargain Hunt.
Money for Nothing.
FILM: Puss in Boots
(2011).
Pointless Celebrities.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather.
Countryfile.
Antiques Roadshow.
Call the Midwife.
Les Miserables.
BBC News.
BBC Regional News;
Weather.
Match of the Day 2.
The Women’s Football
Show.
FILM: When in Rome
(2009).
Weather for the Week
Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.20 FILM: The Maggie
(1954).
07.45 Life in a Cottage Garden
with Carol Klein.
08.15 The Instant Gardener.
09.05 Countryfile.
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Best
Bites.
11.30 Mary Berry Cooks.
12.00 The Hairy Bikers’
Northern Exposure.
13.00 Live Snooker: The
Masters.
17.15 Ski Sunday.
18.00 The Fifteen Billion Pound
Railway: The Final
Countdown.
19.00 Best of Top Gear.
20.00 Dragons’ Den.
21.00 Cities: Nature’s New
Wild.
22.00 Drinkers Like Me: Adrian
Chiles.
23.00 Insert Name Here.
23.30 Snooker: The Masters.
00.20 Snooker: The Masters Extra.
02.20 Sign Zone: Question
Time.
03.20 Sign Zone: Holby City.
04.20 This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00 CITV.
07.30 Scrambled!: Scrambled!
07.35 Scrambled!: The Tom and
Jerry Show.
07.50 Scrambled!: Ben 10.
08.10 Scrambled!: Mr Bean: The
Animated Series.

Match of the Day Live:
The FA Cup (Wednesday BBC1, 7.30pm)

08.30 Scrambled!: Spy School.
09.05 Scrambled!: Mighty
Magiswords!
09.25 ITV News.
09.30 The Martin Lewis Money
Show: Live.
10.30 You’ve Been Framed!
Gold.
11.00 The Voice UK.
12.30 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
12.40 Tenable.
13.40 Tipping Point.
14.40 The Chase.
15.40 FILM: Finding Nemo
(2003).
17.35 ITV News and Weather.
17.50 ITV News London;
Weather.
18.00 Dancing on Ice.
20.00 Vera.
22.00 ITV News and Weather;
Weather.
22.15 Unbelievable Moments
Caught on Camera.
23.10 Cold Feet..

Channel 4
06.20 The King of Queens.
06.45 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.10 Everybody Loves
Raymond.
07.35 Frasier.
08.00 Frasier.
08.30 Frasier.
09.00 Frasier.
09.30 Sunday Brunch.
12.30 The Simpsons.
13.05 The Simpsons.
13.35 The Simpsons.
14.05 The Simpsons.
14.35 FILM: Cheaper By the
Dozen 2 (2005).
16.20 FILM: Night at the
Museum (2006).
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 World’s Weirdest Homes.
20.00 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces.
21.00 SAS: Who Dares Wins.
22.00 8 Out of 10 Cats Does
Countdown.
23.00 Tin Star.
00.00 Hunted.
01.00 FILM: Inside Llewyn Davis
(2013).
02.40 Food Unwrapped.

BBC Four
19.00 Indian Hill Railways:
Darjeeling.
20.00 Woolly Mammoth: Secrets
from the Ice.
21.00 FILM: The Eyes of Orson
Welles (2018).
22.40 The Sky at Night.
23.10 The Bridge: Fifty Years
Across the Forth.
00.10 Treasures of the Indus.
01.10 Going Going Gone: Nick
Broomfield’s Disappearing Britain.
02.10 Indian Hill Railways:
Darjeeling.
03.10 Close.

Must See TV

All the action from a third-round replay (Kick-off TBA), as two teams contest a place
in the last 32. In the replays at this stage last term one of the most impressive results
was Wigan Athletic's 3-0 victory over Premier League side Bournemouth. Meanwhile,
Chelsea only narrowly avoided an upset when they eventually overcame Norwich City
on penalties, and West Ham united were also made to work hard against Shrewsbury
Town before winning 1-0 courtesy of Reece Burke's strike in extra time.

MONDAY 14/01/19
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Holidays.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Wanted Down Under.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Father Brown.
15.00 I Escaped to the Country.
15.45 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
16.30 Antiques Road Trip.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six;
Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 Inside Out.
20.00 EastEnders.
20.30 Takeaway Secrets
Exposed - Panorama.
21.00 Silent Witness.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
22.45 Have I Got a Bit More Old
News for You.
23.30 The Graham Norton
Show.
00.15 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.20 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.00 Wanted Down Under.
06.45 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
07.30 Sign Zone: Family
Cooking Showdown.
08.30 The Week in Parliament.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Live Snooker: The
Masters.
17.00 Coast.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Eggheads.
18.30 Great Canadian Railway
Journeys.
19.00 Politics Live Special.
20.00 Only Connect.
20.30 University Challenge.
21.00 Icons.
22.00 Two Doors Down.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.10 Weather.
23.15 Snooker: The Masters.
00.05 Snooker: The Masters Extra.
02.05 Sign Zone: Raymond
Briggs: Snowmen,
Bogeymen & Milkmen.
03.05 Sign Zone: Countryfile.
04.00 This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
13.55 ITV News London;
Weather.
14.00 Judge Rinder’s Crime

15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
23.45
00.35
03.00
03.55
05.05

Stories.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;
Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
The Martin Lewis Money
Show.
Coronation Street.
Cold Feet.
ITV News at Ten;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
The Paras: Men of War.
Play to the Whistle.
Jackpot247.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
ITV Nightscreen.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.

Channel 4
06.30
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.15
08.45
09.15
09.45
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.15
23.20
00.15
01.10
02.05
03.00
03.25
04.20
04.45
05.40
05.50

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Sun, Sea and Selling
Houses.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Countdown: Champion of
Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
The #100k Drop.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
How to Lose Weight Well.
Prison.
999: What’s Your
Emergency?
Ramsay’s 24 Hours to
Hell and Back.
SAS: Who Dares Wins.
The Crystal Maze.
Best of Both Worlds.
Food Unwrapped.
Come Dine with Me.
Embarrassing Pets.
The #100k Drop.
Jamie’s Comfort Food.
Countdown: Champion of
Champions.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Weird Nature.
20.00 Fake or Fortune?
21.00 Art of America.
22.00 Russia’s Lost Princesses.
23.00 Francesco’s Venice.
00.00 Dan Cruickshank: At
Home with the British.
01.00 Pugin: God’s Own
Architect.
02.00 Fake or Fortune?
03.00 Art of America.
04.00 Close.

View our TV Guide from
anywhere via our website!

TUESDAY 15/
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Holidays.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Wanted Down Under.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Father Brown.
15.00 I Escaped to the Country.
15.45 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
16.30 Antiques Road Trip.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six;
Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders.
20.00 Holby City.
21.00 Silent Witness.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather; National Lottery
Update.
22.45 Is This Sexual
Harassment?
23.45 Stacey Dooley in the USA:
Homeless in Detroit.
00.45 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.50 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.30 Wanted Down Under.
07.15 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
08.00 Sign Zone: MasterChef:
The Professionals.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Live Snooker: The
Masters.
17.00 Coast.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Eggheads.
18.30 Great Canadian Railway
Journeys.
19.00 Politics Live Special.
20.00 My Million Pound Menu.
21.00 Icons.
22.00 Mock the Week.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.10 Weather.
23.15 NFL This Week.
00.05 Snooker: The Masters.
00.55 Snooker: The Masters Extra.
02.55 Sign Zone: Billy Connolly:
Made in Scotland.
03.55 Sign Zone: Mim Shaikh:
Finding Dad.
04.35 This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
13.55
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
ITV News London;
Weather.
Judge Rinder’s Crime
Stories.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London;
Weather.
ITV Evening News;
Weather.
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01/19
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Countrywise: Guide to
Britain.
20.00 Love Your Home and
Garden.
21.00 Pothole Wars.
22.00 ITV News at Ten;
Weather.
22.30 ITV News London;
Weather.
22.45 Heathrow: Britain’s
Busiest Airport.
23.45 Bradley Walsh & Son:
Breaking Dad.
00.10 Cleaning Up.
01.00 Jackpot247.
03.00 Loose Women.
03.45 ITV Nightscreen.
05.05 The Jeremy Kyle Show.

Channel 4
06.30
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.15
08.45
09.15
09.45
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.30
00.30
01.20
02.15
03.10
03.35
04.30

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Sun, Sea and Selling
Houses.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Countdown: Champion of
Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
The #100k Drop.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Secret Life of the
Zoo.
24 Hours in A&E.
Catastrophe.
The River: Walter
Presents.
Shut-Ins: Britain’s Fattest
People.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
How to Lose Weight Well.
24 Hours Inside Your
Body.
Food Unwrapped.
Come Dine with Me.
Embarrassing Pets.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Weird Nature.
20.00 The Incredible Human
Journey.
21.00 Rome Unpacked.
22.00 Wild West: America’s
Great Frontier.
23.00 The Plantagenets.
00.00 Metalworks! - The
Knight’s Tale.
01.00 Marx: Genius of the
Modern World.
02.00 The Incredible Human
Journey.
03.00 Rome Unpacked.
04.00 Close.

WEDNESDAY 16/01/19
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Holidays.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Wanted Down Under.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Father Brown.
15.00 I Escaped to the Country.
15.45 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
16.30 Antiques Road Trip.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
18.55 Party Political Broadcast.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 Match of the Day Live:
The FA Cup.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather; National Lottery
Update.
22.45 A Question of Sport.
23.15 Michael McIntyre’s Big
Show.
00.15 Weather for the Week
Ahead.

BBC Two England
06.30 Wanted Down Under.
07.15 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
08.00 Sign Zone: See Hear on
Tour: Tel Aviv.
08.30 Sign Zone: Great British
Menu.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
11.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Live Snooker: The
Masters.
17.00 Coast.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Eggheads.
18.30 Great Canadian Railway
Journeys.
19.00 Politics Live Special.
20.00 Tom Kerridge’s Fresh
Start.
20.30 The Twinstitute.
21.00 Revolution in Ruins: The
Hugo Chavez Story.
22.00 Insert Name Here.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.10 Weather.
23.15 Snooker: The Masters.
00.05 Snooker: The Masters Extra.
02.05 Sign Zone: See Hear on
Tour: Tel Aviv.
02.35 Sign Zone: Cities:
Nature’s New Wild.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
13.55 ITV News London;
Weather.

14.00 Judge Rinder’s Crime
Stories.
15.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.59 ITV London Weather.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
18.00 ITV News London;
Weather.
18.25 Party Political Broadcast.
18.30 ITV Evening News;
Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Coronation Street.
20.00 Bradley Walsh & Son:
Breaking Dad.
20.30 Coronation Street.
21.00 Cleaning Up.
22.00 ITV News at Ten;
Weather.
22.30 ITV News London;
Weather.
22.45 Peston.
23.45 The Cruise: Shanghai to
Sydney.

Channel 4
06.30
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.15
08.45
09.15
09.45
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.20
01.10

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Sun, Sea and Selling
Houses.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Countdown: Champion of
Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
The #100k Drop.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Kirstie and Phil’s Love It
or List It.
The Undateables.
Shut-Ins: Britain’s Fattest
People.
Prison.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
FILM: Beasts of the
Southern Wild (2012).

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 Weird Nature.
20.00 Armada - 12 Days to Save
England.
21.00 Andrew Marr’s History of
Modern Britain.
22.00 Life On Air.
23.00 Life on Earth.
00.00 Immortal Egypt with Joann
Fletcher.
01.00 How the Celts Saved
Britain.
02.00 Armada - 12 Days to Save
England.
03.00 Andrew Marr’s History of
Modern Britain.
04.00 Close.
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THURSDAY 17/01/19
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Holidays.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Wanted Down Under.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Father Brown.
15.00 I Escaped to the Country.
15.45 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
16.30 Antiques Road Trip.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six;
Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders.
20.00 DIY SOS: The Big Build.
21.00 Death in Paradise.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
22.45 Question Time.
23.45 This Week.
00.30 Weather for the Week
Ahead.
00.35 BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.30 Wanted Down Under.
07.15 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
08.00 Sign Zone: MasterChef:
The Professionals.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Live Snooker: The
Masters.
17.00 Coast.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Eggheads.
18.30 Great Canadian Railway
Journeys.
19.00 Politics Live Special.
20.00 Back in Time for School.
21.00 Hospital.
22.00 Better Things.
22.25 The Archiveologists.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.10 Weather.
23.15 Snooker: The Masters.
00.05 Snooker: The Masters Extra.
02.05 Sign Zone: Britain’s Fat
Fight with Hugh
Fearnley-Whittingstall.
03.05 Sign Zone: Back in Time
for School.
04.05 Sign Zone: Trust Me, I’m a
Doctor.
04.35 This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
13.55 ITV News London;
Weather.

14.00 Judge Rinder’s Crime
Stories.
15.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.59 ITV London Weather.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
18.00 ITV News London;
Weather.
18.30 ITV Evening News;
Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Trouble on the Tracks Tonight.
20.00 Emmerdale.
20.30 The Cruise: Shanghai to
Sydney.
21.00 The Paras: Men of War.
22.00 ITV News at Ten;
Weather.
22.30 ITV News London;
Weather.
22.45 The Late Debate.
23.10 Pothole Wars.
00.10 Grantchester.

Channel 4
06.30
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.15
08.45
09.15
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.55
00.00
00.55
01.50
03.30
04.30
04.55

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Sun, Sea and Selling
Houses.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Countdown: Champion of
Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
The #100k Drop.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Secret Life of 4 Year
Olds.
Hunted.
Flirty Dancing.
24 Hours in A&E.
The Undateables.
Ramsay’s 24 Hours to
Hell and Back.
Brexit: The Uncivil War.
Come Dine with Me.
Embarrassing Pets.
The #100k Drop.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days;
Weather.
19.30 The Sky at Night.
20.00 Wonders of Life.
21.00 American History’s
Biggest Fibs with Lucy
Worsley.
22.00 Light and Dark.
23.00 Spider House.
00.30 Inside No 9.
01.00 The Mary Rose: A
Timewatch Guide.
02.00 Wonders of Life.
03.00 American History’s
Biggest Fibs with Lucy
Worsley.
04.00 Close.
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FRIDAY 18/01/19
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Holidays.
10.00 Homes Under the
Hammer.
11.00 Wanted Down Under.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One;
Weather.
13.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Father Brown.
15.00 I Escaped to the Country.
15.45 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
16.30 Antiques Road Trip.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six;
Weather.
18.30 BBC Regional News and
Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 Celebrity Mastermind.
20.00 EastEnders.
20.30 A Question of Sport.
21.00 Would I Lie to You?
21.30 Mrs Brown’s Boys.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.25 BBC Regional News and
Weather; National Lottery
Update.
22.35 The Graham Norton
Show.
23.25 Cuckoo.
23.50 FILM: The Double (2011).

BBC Two England
06.30 Wanted Down Under.
07.15 The Farmers’ Country
Showdown.
08.00 Sign Zone: Antiques
Roadshow.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 Live Snooker: The
Masters.
17.00 Coast.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Eggheads.
18.30 Great Canadian Railway
Journeys.
19.00 Live Snooker: The
Masters.
20.00 Mastermind.
20.30 Grand Tours of
Scotland’s Lochs.
21.00 The Victorian House of
Arts and Crafts.
22.00 QI.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.00 Weather.
23.05 Front Row Late.
23.45 Snooker: The Masters.
00.35 Snooker: The Masters Extra.
02.35 Sign Zone: Takeaway
Secrets Exposed Panorama.
03.05 Sign Zone: Imagine Tracey Emin: Where Do
You Draw the Line?.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
The Jeremy Kyle Show.
This Morning.
Loose Women.

13.30 ITV Lunchtime News;
Weather.
13.55 ITV News London;
Weather.
14.00 Judge Rinder’s Crime
Stories.
15.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.59 ITV London Weather.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
18.00 ITV News London;
Weather.
18.30 ITV Evening News;
Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Coronation Street.
20.00 Jeremy Wade’s Mighty
Rivers.
20.30 Coronation Street.
21.00 Grantchester.
22.00 ITV News at Ten;
Weather.
22.30 ITV News London;
Weather.
22.45 Through the Keyhole.

Channel 4
06.30
06.55
07.20
07.45
08.15
08.45
09.15
09.45
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10

The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
The King of Queens.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Everybody Loves
Raymond.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News
Summary.
Sun, Sea and Selling
Houses.
Find It, Fix It, Flog It.
Countdown: Champion of
Champions.
A Place in the Sun.
The #100k Drop.
Couples Come Dine with
Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Jamie and Jimmy’s Friday
Night Feast.
8 Out of 10 Cats Does
Countdown.
Gogglebox: Celebrity
Special for SU2C.
Naked Attraction.
FILM: The Sitter (2011).

BBC Four
19.00 World News Today;
Weather.
19.30 Top of the Pops: 1987.
20.00 The Everly Brothers:
Harmonies from Heaven.
21.00 On Bass - Tina
Weymouth!
22.00 Forever Young - How
Rock ‘n’ Roll Grew Up.
23.00 Reginald D Hunter’s
Songs of the South.
00.00 The Easybeats to AC/DC:
The Story of Aussie Rock.
01.00 Top of the Pops: 1987.
01.30 The Everly Brothers:
Harmonies from Heaven.
02.30 On Bass - Tina
Weymouth!
03.30 Close.
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Directory
Books

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

Drains

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

Bureaucratic Services

Heating & Cooling

Caravans

Interiors & Furnishings

Carpentry

www.theportugalnews.com

Directory
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Legal

Opticians

Painting & Decorating

TOFTS
Paul Tofts
Decorating & Painting
tofts@hotmail.co.uk
Mob: 918 938 004

After 6pm
Tel: 289 399 370

Pools & Spas

accurate, factual
and unbiased info
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Directory

Property Services

Removals & Storage

Pool Service
Pool Covers
Pool Fencing

Pool Heating
www.salagua.com
N125, Sítio do Troto, Almancil
1,5km Direction to Faro
Tel: 289 992 281
salagua@salagua.com
Call Us For Free Advice

Directory
Removals & Storage

TV & Satellite
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TV & Satellite

Events
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North & Centre

Cinema
NEW THIS WEEK
Holmes and Watson Stars: Will Ferrell, John
C. Reilly, Ralph Fiennes.
Genre: Comedy, Crime,
Adventure. Director: Etan
Cohen. Rating: PG-13 . Plot:
Legendary detective Sherlock
Holmes and his partner Doctor
Watson return for a comedic
take on their classic literary
partnership, as they use their
incredible deductive minds to
solve a mystery.
The Old Man and the Gun
Stars: Robert Redford, Sissy
Spacek, Casey Affleck. Genre:
Comedy, Drama, Crime.
Director: David Lowery. Rating:

EXHIBITIONS
Exhibition - Painting and
Sculptures, until 14 Jan. Art
Gallery Casino Estoril, Av. Dr.
Stanley Ho, Estoril.
www.casino-estoril.pt

PG-13. Plot: Based on
the true story of Forrest
Tucker (Robert Redford) and
his audacious escape from
San Quentin at the age of 70
to an unprecedented string of
heists that confounded
authorities and enchanted
the public.

Art Exhibition by New York
painter Andrew Hart Adler from
18 Jan to 24 Mar, at Centro
Cultural de Cascais, Fundação
de Dom Luís, Cascais.

NOS Mar Shopping - Loulé
Aquaman; Creed 2; Escape
Room; Astérix: The Secret of
the Magic Potion (PV); Once
Upon a Deadpool; Ralph
Breaks the Internet: Wreck-it
Ralph 2 (PV); Holmes and
Watson.
Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
Astérix: The Secret of the
Magic Potion (PV); Bohemian
Rhapsody; The Old Man and
the Gun; Creed 2; Ralph Breaks
the Internet: Wreck-it Ralph 2
(PV); Aquaman; Second Act;
Duck Duck Goose; Mary
Poppins returns (PV).
Algarcine – Portimão
The Old Man and the Gun;
Aquaman; Astérix: The Secret
of the Magic Potion (PV); Ben
is Back; Creed 2.
Algarcine Ria Shopping –
Olhão
Creed 2; Astérix: The Secret of
the Magic Potion (PV); Second
Act; Aquaman.
Algarcine – Lagos
Astérix: The Secret of the
Magic Potion (PV); Aquaman;
Creed 2; Mary Poppins returns
(PV); Second Act.
Cineplace Algarve
Shopping – Guia
Mary Poppins returns (PV);
Holmes and Watson; Creed 2;
Vox Lux; The Old Man and the
Gun; Escape Room; On the
Basis of Sex; The Great
Mystical Circus; Grinch (PV);
Bumblebee; Ralph Breaks the
Internet: Wreck-it Ralph 2 (PV);
Aquaman; Asterix: The Secret
of the Magic Potion (PV); Dark
Crimes; Spider-Man: Into the
Spider-Verse (PV); Ben is
Back; Second Act.
Cineplace – Portimão
Astérix: The Secret of the
Magic Potion (PV); Second
Act; Spider-Man: Into the
Spider-Verse (PV); Creed 2;
Mary Poppins returns; On The
Basis of Sex; Vox Lux; Holmes
and Watson; Bumblebee;
Bohemian Rhapsody; Ralph
Breaks the Internet: Wreck-it
Ralph 2 (PV); Grinch (PV);
Aquaman (2D & 3D).

Metallica World Wired
Tour 2019 on 1 May at
Estádio Do Restelo, Lisbon.
Tickets on sale Now! from €65.
www.metallica.com/tour/

Tina Turna Tribute on 18
Jan 2019 at Coliseu dos
Recreios. Tickets from €20.
www.coliseulisboa.com

Cineplace Loures
Shopping
Ralph Breaks the Internet:
Wreck-it Ralph 2 (PV);
Aquaman; Grinch (PV);
Bumblebee; Vox Lux; Dark
Crimes; Spider-Man: Into the
Spider-Verse (PV); Ben is
Back; Holmes and Watson;
Mary Poppins returns (PV);
Creed 2; Astérix: The Secret of
the Magic Potion (PV); Second
Act; On the Basis of Sex; The
Great Mystical Circus.
Cineplace Leiria Shopping
Astérix: The Secret of the
Magic Potion (PV); Dark
Crimes; Mary Poppins returns
(PV); Creed 2; Grinch (PV);
Bumblebee; Vox Lux; The Old
Man and the Gun; On the
Basis of Sex; The Great
Mystical Circus; Spider-Man:
Into the Spider-Verse (PV);
Ben is Back; Holmes and
Watson; Ralph Breaks the
Internet: Wreck-it Ralph 2 (PV);
Aquaman.
Cineplace Riosul - Seixal
Pai Natal & Co (PV); Creed 2;
Mary Poppins returns (PV);
Bumblebee; Holmes and
Watson; Aquaman; Grinch (PV);
Ben is Back; Second Act; I can
only Imagine; Ralph Breaks the
Internet: Wreck-it Ralph 2 (PV);
Dark Crimes; Spider-Man: Into
the Spider-Verse (PV); Under
the Silver Lake.
Estação Viana Shopping Viana do Castelo
Ralph Breaks the Internet:
Wreck-it Ralph 2 (PV); Mary
Poppins returns (PV); Holmes
and Watson; Grinch (PV);
Aquaman; Spider-Man: Into
the Spider-Verse (PV); Creed
2; Astérix: The Secret of the
Magic Potion (PB); Bumblebee.

Algarcine

Portimão: 282 411 888
/ Olhão: 289 703 332 /
Lagos: 282 799 138 /
Sines: 269 633 510.

Cineplace Guia: 289 561 073 /

Portimão: 282 070 101 / Leiria: 244
826 516 / Loures: 210 110 677 /
Riosul: 210 114 352 / Parque
Atlantico: 296 629 514 / Covilhã:
275 334 731 / Viana do Castelo:
258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt

Cinemas NOS *(PV) = Portuguese version
(OV) = Original version.

André Rieu - Johann Strauss
orchestra, 16, and 29 & 30
March, 23.30hrs, at Altice
Arena, Lisbon.
www.arena.altice.pt

Bob Dylan - performing at
Coliseu Ageas, Porto on
1 May. Tickets on sale now.
www.coliseu.pt

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve – Faro
Peter Rabbit (PV); Vox Lux;
The Great Mystical Circus; On
the Basis of Sex; Aquaman;
The Old Man and the Gun;
Ralph Breaks the Internet:
Wreck-it Ralph 2 (PV); Astérix:
The Secret of the Magic
Potion (PV); Second Act.

Tickets available from
www.everythingisnew.pt/markknopfler

Tavira, Faro & Loulé
cinemas.nos.pt

Harry Potter Film Concert
(Harry Potter and the Azkaban
Prisoner). 9 February at
20.30hrs. Tickets from €28.
www.arena.altice.pt
Exhibition at the Museu
Coleção Berardo until
31 March. Free Entry.
www.museuberardo.pt

Fidjus di Terra perform on
31 Jan at Casino Estoril from
9.30pm. Tickets €30.
www.casino-estoril.pt

FAIRS & MARKETS

Irish Celtic - Spirit of
Ireland
Ireland, Celtic dancers
perform at the Teatro Tivoli,
Lisbon 13 to 17 Feb. Tickets
from www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Botanic Market - every
Saturday from 9am to 1pm:
Sale of sustainable agricultural
products, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra.
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra
CCB Market - First Sun of
every month. Caminho
Pedonal e Praça CCB - Belém
Cultural Centre, Lisbon. Free
entry.
Antiques Market every
fourth Saturday from 9am to
7pm. Terreiro da Erva,
Coimbra. Info +351 239 857
500, www.cm-coimbra.pt.
LxMarket - Every Sunday
10am - 7pm. Lx Factory, R.
Rodrigues de Faria, Lisbon.
lxmarket.com.pt
Mercado D’Aqui - First Sun.
of every month. Parque de
Jogos.1º de Maio sports field.
www.mercadodaqui.pt

MUSIC
Forever King of Pop - A
Tribute Concert to Michael
Jackson, Salão Preto e Prata,
Casino Estoril on 12, 13, 18
and 19 January. Tickets €25 to
€45. www.casino-estoril.pt
Great Fado Gala, 23 Jan at
Casino Estoril from 8.30pm.
Tickets €95 pp. www.casinoestoril.pt
ABBA tribute - Coliseu Lisboa
on 11 January. Tickets from
€20. www.coliseulisboa.com
'Down The Road
Wherever' Mark Knopfler
and band 2019 World Tour. At
the Altice Arena on 30 April.

Queen (Break Free) Tribute
band at the Coliseu Ageas,
Porto on 10 Feb. Tickets from
€20. https://
www.breakfreeshow.com/en/
A navitória Tour on 23 Jan,
21.30hrs at Coliseu Porto;
Porto Ageas Coliseum. Tickets
from €20. Tel 223394940, or
email box office@coliseu.pt
Snow Patrol European
Tour. Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon on 16 February.
Tickets from 27.20 to €37.60.
www.campopequeno.com

the Coliseu Lisboa on 12 Jan,
ticket from €25, and the the
Coliseu Ageas, Porto on 19
Jan, tickets from €32.
www.coliseulisboa.com,
www.coliseu.pt
Espirito da Dança, on
12 Jan, three showings at
3pm, 6pm and 9.30pm. Centro
Cultural, Olga Cadaval,
Auditório Jorge Sampaio,
Sintra. Tickets from €11.
www.ticketline.sapo.pt/evento/
-o-espirito-da-danca-ai-adanca-38581
Rapunzel at Teatro
Politeama until 23 Jan. Tickets
from €7.50. www.bol.pt

available). www.cookitby.
bimby.pt/workshops

South
AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve
Algarve.
Live auction 2 February. All
items can be viewed at the
auction house and through our
online catalogue:
www.ahalgarve.com Tel:
289832380 or email
info@ahalgarve.com

EXHIBITIONS

Cirque du Soleil with their
new exciting show ‘OVO’, until
13 Jan. Altice Arena.
www.arena.altice.pt

Patrick Swift Seeds of
Renewal Exhibition.
Convento de S. José, Lagoa,
until end Jan

Slava Snow Show at the
Teatro Tivoli, Lisbon 28
February to 3 March €15 to
€35. www.teatrotivolibbva.pt

Art Exhibition - ‘Places,
Landscapes, Journeys’ at the
Portimão Museum until 3
March. Tel: 282 405 230.

Pink for Girls, Blue for
Boys at the Centro Cultural de
Belém. Dance productions at
10.30am and 2.30pm on
2 Feb. Tickets €8 from
www.ticketline.sapo.pt/evento/
pink-for-girls-blue-for-boys35647

Arte Natura - by Monika
& Bernhard
Bernhard. Craftwork with
natural materials. Caldas de
Monchique. Daily 10am to
6pm. Tel 962 815 386.

Grease the Musical at
Coliseu Ageas Porto on
18 Jan at 21.30hrs.
Tickets €15 to €35 from
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Lisbon Street
Photography Workshop
Workshop,
throughout January. Price
from €75. www.viator.com/
tours/Lisbon/Lisbon-StreetPhotography-Workshops/d53885423P1
Food Workshops - Aperitifs
and tidbits on 25 Jan, and
Bread Baking on 26 Jan. Cost
is €48 (Group discounts

Photography Exhibition in
the Portimão Museum until
13 Jan. www.vivaportimao.pt
Exhibition - ‘On the Path of
the Iberian Lynx’ at Silves
Castle until 31 Jan, 9am to
8pm, €2,80 or €3,90 castle
and museum. Tel. 282 440
837 or www.cm-silves.pt
Urban Art Experience
Experience, 26
Jan at Antiga Cadeia de Lagos,
€10, Tel. +351 282 680 120.
Lugares Paisagens
Viagens
Viagens, Exposition at Museu
de Portimão in conjunction with
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian
until 3 March. Wed-Sun 10am 6pm. Tues 2.30 - 6pm. Closed
Mon and public holidays.
Tel 282 405 230.
Paintings by Liz Allen
(ongoing exhibit) Ochala Casa

The Beatles tribute band at
the Coliseu Ageas, Porto on 3
Feb. Ticket €20-35.
www.themerseybeatles.com/

THEATRE & DANCE
“Madagascar - Musical
Adventure” – 19, 20 & 26
January, showings at 11.30am
and 3.30pm. Tickets €15 - €18.
www.ticketline.sapo.pt
reservations 938 749 349, 938
667 315 or madagascar@
yellowstarcompany.com,
Auditório, Casino Estoril.
Swan Lake by the Moscow
State Ballet at the Coliseu
Ageas, Porto on 21 Jan.
Tickets from €32.
www.coliseu.pt
Disney on Ice “Dare to
Dream” at the Altice Arena
21 to 24 March. Tickets from
€20. www.arena.altice.pt
The Nutcracker - Performed
by the Moscow State Ballet. At

Please be aware that for legal reasons access to events
at Estoril and Lisbon Casinos is reserved to those age 18+.
(Entrance for Children via Foyer Panorâmico)

NOTE

Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing.
This page is primarily for cultural, sports, charity and free events or those staged by a club or society.
Please send your events to events@theportugalnews.com by midday on Monday before publication.

Events
da Cha, 12 Rua Dr. Samora
Gil, Monchique. Tel: 282 912
524 email: liz@lizallenart.com
Photography and
Painting exhibitions at
Casa Manuel Teixeira Gomes,
Portimão until 31 January. Call
282 480 488.

FAIRS & MARKETS
Car Boot Sale from 9am, 1st
Sunday of each month. Old
School House, Vales, Aljezur.
Market in Quarteira, every
Wed. at Fonte Santa from 9am
until 2.30pm. www.golden
triangleuncovered.com
Local Arts & Crafts Expo
Expo.
Open daily 10am - 5pm.
Artes@Spa, Caldas de
Monchique. Main square. opp.
Restaurant 1692
Flea Market - Third Sunday
of the month near the school
(Escola C+S) Almancil.
www.goldentriangleuncovered.com
Lagoa Bio Market - Last
Saturday of the month at
Praça da República, Lagoa.
8:30am-2pm. www.cmlagoa.pt

MUSIC
Al-Mutamid Music
Festival 25 January, 21.30,
at Centro Cultural Convento
São José, Lagoa. Facebook:
fmulmutamid.
Motown Magic, at
Alojamento Ponte Romana,
Silves from 7.30pm to Midnight
on 9 Feb. Tickets €10pp (first
drink free). Tel +351 934 273
817.
Classical Music at Lethes
Theatre, Faro 9pm on 31 Jan.
Tickets €6. Tel.289 878 908.
Jazz in the Wineries |
Ana Alves Quartet - Quinta
do Barradas, Alcantarilha,
9 Feb (at 9pm) and 10 Feb
(at 5pm), Tickets €12. Tel. 282
440 800 or 914 427 684.
www.cm-silves.pt
The New Orleans Jazz
Band - The Dixie Kings at
Tivoli Hotel, Lagos every Mon.
from 8.30pm. Free. Info:
www.neworleansjazzalgarve.com
International Piano
Festival
Festival, 19 Jan at Teatro
Municipal (Great Auditorium)
Portimão at 9.30pm.
www.teatromunicipaldeportimao.pt
Aljezur International
Choir - In the Music Room at
the Aljezur Bombeiros. We sing
there in various languages on
Thursdays from 2.00 pm to
3.30 pm. Email:
wattys100@hotmail.com,
phone 914 285 640.
Meet people and make
friends. Learn to play bridge.
Contact the Vale del Rei
Bridge group. Beginners
sessions starting in January.
Call 968457888.
Tavira Pop Choir
Choir, singing
60´s-70´s pop music for fun,
Santa Catarina, Sun 2.30 4.30pm. Also, Sun. at 2pm4pm. Fonte do Bispo. Contact
Gillian 966 006 436.
afpop Lagos Lunch at
Sangam Indian Restaurant in
Praia da Luz on 18 Jan at

12.30hrs. Half a bottle of wine
pp and a tip for the waiters is
included in the price of €21 or
€22.50 for guests. Contact Pat
Allen: 282-697-548 or E-mail:
lagos@afpop.com
The East Algarve
International choir
choir,
Rehearsals every Thursday,
Luz de Tavira, contact: Rineke
Hofman East Algarve
International Shanty Choir
+351 926 684 061.
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com
www.eaisc.eu
Coro dos Amigos do
Museu
Museu. Rehearsals on
Thursdays from 6.30pm.
Please contact David on
289489374 or
david51.littlewood@gmail.com
Barbershop Chorus “Bella
a Cappella” Rehearsals every
Tues. at 7.30pm. Casa da
Misericórdia, Rua Gabriel
Mendonça, Moncarapacho.
Info: www.bellaacappella.net

SOCIAL
Duplicate Bridge
Bridge. Wed & Fri
afternoons at Vale d’El Rei
Hotel. Please contact 911 561
224 or 282 358 885.
The Orquestra Clássica
do Sul welcomes applications
to join the orchestra's choir
until 31 Jan. Applications from
people with or without
experience in choir singing will
be taken. First rehearsal takes
place on 4 Feb. For more
information call 289 860 890 or
visit www.ocs.pt/ocs/coro
Let’s all Walk
Walk, Tavira, on
13 and 27 Jan. 10am at
Parque de Feiras e
Exposições. Tel. 281 320 500
or www.cm-tavira.pt
Drawing the Nude in Olhão.
Beginners and artists meet in
Olhão every Thurs, morning.
New students are very
welcome and guidance is
given if required. Contact
jill.stott@gmail.com for more
information regarding drawing
or modelling.
Algarvian Cataplana
Tasting Show at Auditório
Municipal de Albufeira,
7.30pm. Tickets €10. Tel. +351
289 821 044 or www.tertuliaalgarvia.pt/
Smugglers’ Festival - 29 to
31 March. Alcoutim and
Sanlúcar de Guadiana.
Floating bridge crossing costs
€1. Tel. +351 540 500.
Querença Sausage Fair Largo da Igreja, Querença
Loulé on 20 Jan, Tel. 289 422
337.
Painting sessions with
Mientje de Goeij-de Rooij twice a month on Sat mornings
from 10:30-12:30, during Dec.
www.ideiasdolevante.net
afpop South Alentejo
Luncheon at Rest. O
Bernardo, Boavista dos
Pinheiros 12noon on 25 Jan.
Contact: Marion Kahl: 920 495
216 or e-mail:
marion2014@gmx.com
Painting for Pleasure
Classes, water colours,
oils or acrylics - Beginners
onwards, individual tuition on
Wed at Mesquite near São

Brás from 10.30am to
12.30pm, 2.30pm to 4.30pm.
Tel. Terry Reed 289845561.
C.A.S.A. - the Algarve’s
leading Social Club for
expats meets monthly for
dinners / lunches and social
events. Info: 282495475 or
info@casasocial.club
www.casasocial.club
Duplicat
e Bridge Thurs
Duplicate
1:45pm. Lagoa Hotel, EN 125
in Lagoa, next to O Casarão
Restaurant. €5 including
refreshments. 282352022 /
969174130.
afpop
Silves/Carvoeiro
Coffee morning in Chapim
Cafetaria Loungebar, Silves at
10.30am on 30 Jan. Price is
€4 members and €5 nonmembers. E-mail:
silves@afpop.com Mob: 966
677 295.
Duplicate Bridge
Bridge, Come
and join us. Friendly Club, All
nationalities and levels
welcome. Every Mon & Thurs
at the Cristal Hotel, Carvoeiro,
1.45pm for 2pm. Tel: 282 357
953 or 282 357 657.
Duplicate Bridge Thurs.
3pm. Restaurante Solar da
Poeta in Almancil or Fri. 2pm
Museu do Trajo in São Bras de
Alportel. Call Frank Spelbos at
937 802 110 or email to
spelbos@sapo.pt
Chess Club All Levels in
eastern Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com
afpop IR
S Seminar 2019
IRS
in association with
euroFinesco (seminars are
held in English). Dates &
locations: 29 January Boavista Golf Club, Lagos at
10.30am, 1 February - Real
Marina Hotel and Spa, Olhao,
12 February - Conrad Hotel,
Quinta do Lago. €15 members
(€5 second member per
booking) and €30 nonmembers. Contact afpop office
in 282 458 509 or
info@afpop.com
Bridge - Friendly social
game Tuesdays & Fridays
1:15pm Marina Club Suite
Hotel Lagos. 963 977 642 partner not necessary
Duplicate Bridge Tues
1.45pm for a 2pm start. Aroma
di Mar Restaurant, Olhos de
Água. Call call Mary Moore:
289 416 199.
Friendship group
group, Os
Amigos, meets on the third
Tues. of each month, for
walks, lunch, and other
activities. For details contact
lindabell@cogb.com
afpop East Algarve
monthly Coffee and Chat
Morning held 30 Jan, 10.30
to 12.30 at Pedras da Rainha
Club House. Contact Sherry
on: 916 913 612 or
slosantaclara@gmail.com

SPORT
Walking Football for those
50+ year-of-age. On Mon. at
4G Astro pitch adjoining the
Eduardo Mansinho Sports
Hall, Avenida Zeca Afonso,
Tavira Tues. Over 60s ONLY
Astro-turf pitch adjoining the
Jos‚ Arcanjo Stadium, Olhão
(behind McDonalds on the

Please be aware that for ALL afpop events, bookings MUST be made with the Area Event Organiser.
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EN125) Thurs. Astro-turf pitch
adjoining the Jos‚ Arcanjo
Stadium, Olhão (behind
McDonalds on the EN125),
from 9.30 to 11.30am, €3.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com,
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk
Opening Ceremony Portimão, European City
of Sport 2019
2019. At Portimão
Arena, 9pm on 18 January.
Free Entry.
www.portimaodesport2019.pt
Tavira County Lawn
Bowling Club - Cerro do
Leiria, Santa Catarina, Fonte
Bispo, Tavira. Roll-ups Mon,
Wed & Fri. Bowls available.
Free tuition. Info and
directions call Joe Scott
(00351) 963997582 or email
joe.scott121@btinternet.com
Crown Green at Alvor
bowling Club 10am. More
info Peter or Janette
966169747 or 965700536.
Vale de Milho Golf Club
members meet at 9am on
Tues. and Fri. for golf
competitions. More info
Hazel Hopps 282 358 022.
Balaia Bowls Club
Club, Tue
and Fri at 09:45am Olhos de
Agua, Albufeira. Call Jill on
935 701 155.
Touch Rugby - 8pm - 10pm
Mon. & Weds. Est Capitão
Josino da Costa, next to
EN125, Lagoa. Enjoy running
with and passing a rugby ball
without the tackling of the
traditional format. An inclusive
sport with women and men
playing together, and ages
currently ranging from 14years-old to 64. Participation is
free. For further details contact
Simon Wilkinson, email:
wilks89@hotmail.com; Tel: 282
912 280 or 924 220 173.
afpop - Badminton in
Silves. every Thurs. (but not
during school hols) between
8pm and 10pm at the pavilion
of the Escola EB 2,3 Dr.
Garcia Domingues in Silves.
Badminton players need to
bring their own racquets
and pay a small fee to
cover costs. Contact
suesharman9@gmail.com or
call 910 108 730.
Alvor Bowls Club
Club, every
Wed. and Sun. at 10am.
Montes de Alvor, 8500-070.
Please check our website for
full details call 282 490 280 or
alvorlawnbowls.com
Walking Football Every
Wed. 9:30am -11:30am.
Boavista Spa on the N125
between Lagos and Luz.
Everyone over 50 welcome.
Contact:
brian.efoster@yahoo.co.uk
Walking football Tues. &
Thur: at 9:30am. Browns in
Vilamoura. Contact
info@browns-club.com or 289
322 740.
Valverde Lawn Bowls
Club - from 10am every
weekday. Almancil. Call Jen on
282 332 628 or 937 264 287.
Algarve Hash House
Harriers meet weekly. Call
289 413 854 or 918 806 044.
Follow us on Facebook & visit
www.algarvehhh.org
Algarve Bike Challenge
takes place 8 to 10 March. For
information and to register visit
www.algarvebikechallenge.com

Cycling - The world's greatest
cycling stars participate in
Volta ao Algarve (Tour of the
Algarve) from 20 to 24 Feb.
http://voltaaoalgarve.com

THEATRE & DANCE
Ballet/Opera streaming
programme from Royal Opera
House, London and the
Bolshoi, Moscow at NOS
Cinemas: Forum (Faro), Mar
Shopping & Gran Plaza (Tavira).
Ballet: La Bayadere (The
Temple Dancer) 20 January, &
Dom Quixote 19 February.
Opera: The Queen of Spades
22 January & La Traviata 30
January. Tickets: €12.
Al Tango “Estrellas Al
Tango!” at Fiuras Theatre on
19 Jan, 9pm, Tickets €14.
Spanish Dance Show at
the Centro Cultural António
Aleixo, Vila Real de Santo
António, on 19 January at
9.30pm. Tickets €5. Spanish
Dance Cultural Association
Tel. 281 510 045.
Alice in Wonderland at
Cineteatro Louletano, Loulé.
until 13 Jan. 9.30pm,
www.cineteatro.com-loule.pt
Carmen - Murcia Spanish
Ballet at Teatro das Figuras on
2 Feb, 9.30pm. Tickets from
€25. Tel 289 88 110
www.teatromunicipaldefaro.pt
Zé Manel Taxi Driver at
Figuras Theatre on 26 Jan
4pm and 9.30pm. Tickets from
€16. Tel. 289 888 110 or
www.teatromunicipaldefaro.pt

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Latin American and
Ballroom Dancing
Dancing. Tues.
10am - 1pm Alvor Community
Centre, Wed 7pm - 8.30pm
Carvoeiro Clube de Tenis.
Classes for beginners,
improvers and intermediate
levels. For class times please
contact Caroline on
961916821 /strictlydancing
carvoeiro@hotmail.com
Tango and Milonga Lessons/Workshop, 18 to 20
Jan. João de Deus Dance
Club, Faro. Tel. 933 489 168 /
966 960 810.
Scottish Country Dancing
Monday 7.30pm to 9.30pm in
The Nobel International School
Algarve on the EN125 Lagoa.
Please contact Mardie
Cunningham on 282356029 or
e-mail rosevale45@gmail.com
Musical Instrument
Classes - Guitar, Ukulele,
Keyboards, Mandolin, Banjo,
etc. Beginners lessons
available: Tues. to Fri.
Intermediate players can join
our Show Band. Almancil
centre. 919 968 768.
Cook and Eat Workshop
with Chef Yannick. 23 January
at 11.30am. €35 all included Cooking Class for Main
Course, Dessert, Drinks &
Coffee. Book: lacasada
felicidade@gmail.com or
www.casadafelicidadeloule.
Wordpress.com
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shop in Lagos open Mon. Fri. 10.00-13.00 /15.0017.00hrs. Almadena: Mon. Fri. 10.00-16.00 hrs, Sat.
10.00 -13.00hrs. We always
need extra hands in our
shops.

Announcements
CC SUPPORT GROUP.
Help and Support Group
providing information on
depression and Bi-Polar
Disorder. All welcome.
Meetings in Casa Inglesa,
Portimão on the first
Monday of every month at
6.30pm. Tel. 914878927
CC PROBLEMS WITH
ALCOHOL? There is a
solution! Alcoholics
Anonymous. Find the nearest
meeting, ask for help or
assistance call: 919 005590.
www.aaportugal.org

Caravans &
Motor Homes
UK CARAVAN Wanted
to buy, call 966706140 or
email:
bisnagas2002@sapo.pt
TPN/TO/26748917

Auctions

Charities
CC ASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE Mãos de
Ajuda Helping Hands
Charity Shop, 13A Avenida
Dr. Eduardo Mansinho,
Tavira. 100 metres from
Porta Nova Post Office.
Open Mon, Wed, Sat 10am
to 1pm. Help us to Help
others in the Tavira Area.
963558138.

Call 282 380 315.
NEXT LIVE AUCTION
Saturday, 2 February 2019
10.00am onwards
Approx. 500 lots.
• Antiques and Collectibles
• Designer Handbags
• Furniture and Art
• Tools
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage &
Modern
• Sports Equipment
Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming
up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where
further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us
at info@ahalgarve.com

TPN/TO/25352356

CC APAA CHARITY
SHOPS - Dunas do Alvor:
Tues to Sat 10.30am - 2pm.
Cerro Grande, Albufeira:
Tues to Sat 10.30am - 2pm.
Rua Elias Garcia, 20, Silves:
Mon to Sat 10am - 2pm.
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com

Bathrooms

ADRIAN STUART
DIXON
30 Years experience in
the Algarve. Portuguese
& English spoken.
References on request
282 033 852
965 275 774
borboleta_44@yahoo.co.uk

CC SUPPORT FOR
FAMILIES in the Algarve
receives items for families in
need, Guia and surrounding
areas. To donate or discuss
concerns about a needy
family contact Su Davis:
932307548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for
families in the Algarve.
need to renew

CC THE NANDI
CHARITY shop. Winter
clothing in store. Furniture
can be collected within 30k
Lagos. Tel 912741857.
CC CADELA CARLOTA

CC
CC stands for Community Care and these ads are provided free of
charge by The Portugal News
to help the various charities involved.
These advertisements must be renewed at the
end of the year at which time they must contact
copy@theportugalnews.com for renewal.

CC A.A.G. CHARITY
Shop Guia. Situated in the
Main Street, opposite the
Football Club Snack bar
and close to Crédito
Agricola Bank. Opening
hours Mon - Fri, 10am5.45pm, Sat 10am-2pm.
Closed Sun. Animal charity
feeding street animals.
Patron Bonnie Tyler.

days by appointment only.
Tel 969 320 231, email
info@asmaa-algarve.org
Rua J. Pereira Sampaio
Bruno, Nº 53. Portimão
(Behind Bombeiros).
CC PIANIST WANTED
on a volunteer basis for
occasional Sunday services
at the Anglican Church of
St Vincent’s Chaplaincy,
Praia da Luz. Email
pet.alex@sapo.pt

TPN/TO/97275627

Chimney Sweep

need to renew

CC THE GOODWILL
CHARITY. R. Direita 5,
Ed. Portus Magnus,
Portimão. (Close to
Theatre). 968 740 693 10am2pm. Clothes, bric a brac
and furniture in saleable
cond., large items collected.
We would like to thank
you all for your donations
and for shopping, that has
enabled us to help the
local community.
need to renew

CC SECOND CHANCE
charity shop at Largo Das
Ferreiras (on roundabout),
Ferreiras, Albufeira. Open
Tues - Fri, 10am - 4pm. Sat
10am -1pm. Supporting
people in need, also
Bombeiros, Soup kitchens,
Riding for the disabled,
AHSA day care centre for
the elderly and more.
Contact Maggie Cook
917707808.
need to renew

CC PORTIMÃO SOUP
KITCHEN Beco São José,
Rua São José, under old
bridge in Portimão. Come
& help us make sandwiches & serve food to
hungry but appreciative
people. For more info call
Joy 917 358 098.
need to renew

CC THE DONKEY
SANCTUARY needs all
your unwanted items for
our shops in Ferragudo,
Carvoeiro and Lagoa.
Larger items i.e. furniture
can be collected. The shop
funds allow us to feed our
many mouths at the
Sanctuary. We always
need extra hands at our
shops so if you can spare
3-4 hours a week give us a
call. Chris 966033127.
CC ASMAA CHARITY &
UP-Cycling Hub. Volunteers are now needed for
our shop. Wed, Fri and Sat
11.30am to 5pm, other

CHIMNEY SWEEP,
for a quick dust free
cleaning of your chimney
using the new power
sweep system
Tel. 282330640/
934927944.
TPN/TB/16572449

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS

Fogo Montanha and freestanding
fires. On site expert quotation
Supply, install, service
& sweeps
sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com
Geoff Waller 289 489 958 or
967 721 209

PORTUGUESE LESSONS
via Skype. New year, new
language. Whether you are
in UK/Portugal, learn
anywhere! Call Andrew
now on 926885681 or
andrewtroberts13@gmail.com
Guaranteed results.
Reasonable rates.

TITLEIST AP2 irons
4 thru W, GW, LW steel
shafts and 1,3, utility metal
woods graphite shafts,
used 20 times, 1100 Euros,
Tom 910523703.
TPN/TO/22651993

TPN/TO/91949881

WRITE AWAY! Brush
up on your grammar and
writing with the Grammar
Gurus. Wednesdays
4.30 to 6.00. Interlingua
Instituto de Línguas Lg.
1 de Dezembro 28,
Portimão. Tel. 912210102
or email:
info@interlingua.pt
TPN/TB/99588496

www.theportug

SNOOKER TABLE
as new, all accessories, a
table top, Lamp, complete
cues set. €1,500 or ono.
961112863.

Furniture
alnews.com

ENJOYABLE,
EFFECTIVE, Accredited
Portuguese courses
starting this term.
Beginners: 25 March.
Pre-intermediate:
13 and 14 February.
Intermediate: 14 February.
Centro de Línguas de
Lagos. Call 282761070.
Email
info@centrodelinguas.com.
TPN/TB/46326124

Education

Entertainment &
Leisure

PRATICAL
PORTUGUESE Lessons,
Beginners and Intermediate.
Marina Club Hotel Lagos
Susana. 964696345.
TPN/TO/55574642

LEARN PORTUGUESE
Qualified language teacher,
native Portuguese, 15 years
teaching Portuguese, 7 at
UK universities. PhD. 1-2-1
tuition online that fits
around you and delivers
results. Email
learn.portuguese.home
@gmail.com

CISCOS BAR and grill
Alfontes, nr Boliqueime,
open mic night 19th Jan,
7pm to 11pm. Food from
Zecas Mobile Kitchen.

Health & Beauty

TPN/TO/75575157

Love Portugal
and want to
know it better?

Read all about it’s
people and recent
history in Jenny
Grainer’s book
‘PORTUGAL & THE ALGARVE
NOW AND THEN.’
You will be surprised, amused
and sometimes shocked but you
will love it. Buy a signed copy
directly from the author on:
jennygrainer@sapo.pt. Kindle and
paperback version available from
Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk
On sale also at The Portugal
News office in Lagoa.

For Sale Private

POOL TABLE includes
all accessories and
delivery. 1200 Euros.
Call: 966006666.

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?
Pain-free Treatment!
Guaranteed Improvement
or your money back.
Dr. Bock. 966 706 606.
TPN/TO/61649579

Classifieds
Jobs Offered
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Property Wanted

Pets

Services Offered

PART-TIME Art Gallery
assistant and salesperson
required. Must be fluent in
Portuguese and English,
other languages an
advantage. Self motivated
with good social skills.
Please send CV to:
atelierbongard@hotmail.com

HANDY MAN Hourly/
Price rate, No job too
small. Fire Safety
Protection Specialist
(Domestic only) Central
Algarve. Call 933 991 967.
TPN/TO/22715476

classads@theportuga
lnews.com

TPN/TO/62166473

JOB WANTED.
British lady looking
for work. Anything
considered. Experience:
working with children,
Teaching, Office/Shop
work, Cleaning.
Call: +44 7522 644631.

Property for Sale
FOR SALE Alvor.
Looking for a villa near the
beach? Without a huge
garden to maintain? Friendly
quiet area. 4 bedroom.
€530.000. Let’s talk.
919074147 or 919961168.

Kitchen
Renovations
George & Son
Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.

Personal
LISBON AREA. Blonde
girl, blue eyes seeks fun
and sporty man. Animal
lover, to practice sports
as a friend. 963 034 696.
SINCERE ENGLISH
GENTLEMAN
with a good sense of
humour, wishes to meet
Lady in her 50s, social
basis to a serious
relationship. Lagos area
or easy commute from
Lagos. 933622366.
m-s@sapo.pt

No need to worry about
maintenance and service. We are
experienced ex Speed Frame
technicians with a wide
knowledge of this product.
For maintenance, repairs or new
units, call us for quick and efficient
service at reasonable prices.

WRITE AWAY!
Retired and writing a
memoir or novel?
In business and writing
a pamphlet? You need
a second pair of eyes
from someone who knows
the rules of grammar!
Let a professional
copyeditor check for
clarity, consistency,
coherency and
correctness. If you’ve
got a story to tell or
something to sell, call Zita
at 912210102 or send a
sample of your work to
director@interlingua.pt
for a quote.
TPN/TB/35921315

SUPERB 4 Bed Villa
within walking distance
of Miranda do Corvo,
Central Portugal.
€275,000. Contact
andy@ppproperty.com
+351 912309642.
TPN/PA/96136442

AFTER

Property Services
& Building

LEAKING ROOFS
& terraces. Problems
solved 27 years
experience in Algarve.
Call: 913 223 402.

PVC Directo. We
double the glazing Not
the price 282 317 472.
info@pvcdirecto.com

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to
us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

BEFORE

45

Photography
PALM TREES
PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings; Portraits;
Own Studio. Workshops
also available. Contact
palmtreesphotography
@gmail.com

Property for Rent
RUSTIC VILLA
2 bedrooms, bathroom,
kitchen and a closed
marquise. Located in a
private farm, Carvoeiro.
Tel. 966 040 466.
TPN/TO/81817228

T2 OR T3 with fenced
garden, garage,
unfurnished yearly rent.
939735433.

BUDENS: PLOT for sale ,
500m2, water and
electricity, good access,
2 to 3 km to two beaches.
Walking distance to Golf
Resort Parque da Floresta,
perfect for mobile homes.
€19.500, PPI Agency.
Tel: 282698621.
TPN/TO/83391299

FOR SALE 2 Offices near
Casino do Estoril Portugal.
25m2 each.
Contact tel. 916446020.
TPN/TO/86286394

LAND & HOUSES ALGARVE
YELLOW HOMES
Sociedade de Mediação Imobiliária Lda.
AMI 6232

For detailed information,
please visit our website:
www.landandhousesalgarve.com
www.algarve-propertysearch.com

Tavira: 281 320 281
Vilamoura: 289 301 294
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BUILDING
WORKS

Places of Worship
Lisbon

All types and sizes
carried out to a very
high standard.
27 years experience
Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt
www.shorelandproperties.com

HANDY MAN. For all
your DIY needs. painting,
tiling, plumbing, small
electrical repairs, building
repairs. Peter Rodgers.
910070440, or 289513319.
Albufeira area.
TPN/TO/95213544

classads@theportu
galnews.com

Transport
SELL YOUR, Antiques,
Collectables, Garden
Ornaments, Architectural
Salvage, Furniture,
Full House Clearances.
Contact Mark 914 774 438.

Removals &
Storage

TRANSPORT PORTO,
Lisbon, Algarve and any
where in between, a
fortnightly service one box
to a full load, commercial
goods, removals with
packing service if required.
Forwarding to England
and Europe service from
our depot in the Algarve,
where storage is also
available. Please phone
David 919873075.
david@dlsremovals.com

CLASSIC CAR
Mercedes 300D
W 123-1984
Totally Restored
Private Sale. 9,500 euros
Call 966 006 666.

WE BUY cars Algarve
all types of vehicles
considered. We buy PT,
GB, Dutch, German,
French. We buy damaged
and non-runners. Call
David PT 911 136 377,
UK +44 7984 932 876.
TPN/PA/69524973

Vehicles
FORD COURIER Van
1.8, 1998. Turbo Diesel. Full
Service and MOT. VGC.
New Timing Belt Fitted.
€1300 ono. Tel: 965034258.

SEAT IBIZA,
Portugueses reg, LHD,
2003, 107 000km, very
good runner/clean,
50mpg, bargain €3995 ono
07710438891 or
918 552 344.
TPN/TO/43617765

FIAT AROSA 1.0, 1998.
Good Condition. Full
Service and MOT
€950 ono. Tel 965034258.

ST GEORGE'S CHURCH; LISBON
(Church of England). Av. S.Jorge 6
(north of Estrela Gardens). Service
11:30am every Sunday. 211 306 293.
British Cemetery open weekdays
10am-1pm
ST PAUL’S CHURCH, ESTORIL
(Church of England). Av. Bombeiros
Voluntários 59 (behind Hotel Sana
Estoril). Sunday School. Service 9.30
am every Sunday. 211 306 293.
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH OF SCOTLAND (PRESBYTERIAN) Rua Arriaga,
13, Lisbon: Sun. 11.am. Bi-lingual
Sunday school & creche is available.
Minister's
218
043
410,
www.standrewslisbon.com
THE SALVATION ARMY, Lisbon.
Reboleira Corps (Praceta Almada
Negreiro, Lote 213 Loja Dt do Exército
11 A); Chelas Corps (Rua Rui de Sousa,
Lote 65 A loja C); Laranjeiras Corps
(Bairro de Laranjeiras). Lisbon (21 805708).
GRACE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY CHURCH
CHURCH, Cascais. English
speaking
church,
Cascais.
www.lisbongrace.com
LISBON SYNAGOGUE: R. Alexandre
Herculano Nº 59. Tel: 213 931 130
celesboa@mail.telepac.pt
LISBON - SYNAGOGUE OHEL JACOB
Shabat services. Call 217975283
IGREJA BAPTISTA de Queijas (close
to Cascais) Rua Carlos Santos 8B,
Queijas Near the Olympic Stadium
off the A5. 214172087. Sun: English
10:15.
RIVERSIDE
INTERNATIONAL
CHURCH A Contemporary, caring,
Christian Church in Cascais, Galerias
O Navegador, Av. 25 de Abril, Piso1. We offer children and youth ministries and simultaneous translation
into Portuguese. Riverside has congregations in Cascais, Porto, Coimbra,
Sarilhos Grandes and Feijó.
www.riversideintchurch.com
riversideintchurch@gmail.com
KINGDOM HALL OF JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES. All Welcome, no collections. Rua Penha da França, Lisbon
Fri 7.30pm Sun 6pm Tel: 213 421 604.
Rua João de Deus, Sintra Tues 8.15pm
Sun 11am Tel: 219 243 316 Av
Comunidades Europeias 342, Cascais
Wed 8.00pm Sun 2.15pm Tel: 214 831
060 Praça da República, Bombarral,
Obidos Wed 8.15pm, Sat 5.30pm.
Setúbal Wed 7.30pm, Sat 5pm.
www.jw.org

Oporto

Wanted
EARLY BRITISH
Advertising Items
Enamel Signs-tin-card
advertisements-Pictorial
Posters-Early biscuittoffee-tobacco-cigarette
tins-Old Shop Display
Cabinets and Figures.
Viewing in Portugal
20th Jan 2019 to
10th Feb 2019
Email
t.bacco@btinternet.com
Mobile 07881682921.
TPN/TB/96988514

TPN/TO/76854383

GREATER GRACE INTERNATIONAL
FELLOWSHIP
FELLOWSHIP, contemporary Christian gatherings on Sun afternoons at
3rd Baptist Church, R. Estação 133,
& Sat evenings, 1st floor, Confeitaria
Palácio (across the “Emergency” entrance of Hospital Stº António); www.
NovaAurora.com, 220 994 785 or
send an SMS to 917112736.
RIVERSIDE PORTO INTERNATIONAL
CHURCH English language church
Sun, 5pm, at R. Gonçalo Sampaio,
361, (nr Boavista roundabout) and on
3rd Sun every month at Valença do
Minho. Tel: 916 440 795.
contact@riversideporto.com
/
www.riversideporto.com
ST. JAMES’S CHURCH, Anglican
Chaplaincy of Oporto.. Largo da
Maternidade, Júlio Dinis. Sun. 11am
Details from Chaplain 226 091 006.
www.stjamesoporto.org
THE SALVATION ARMY OPORTO
Pereiro Corps (Av. Vasco da Gama,
675-2 E Ramalde), Service 10am,
Salvation Meeting 5pm. Coloras
Corps. (Av. dos Bom-beiros
Voluntários) Sun 10am. Thu 4pm
Ladies Home League Meeting.
KINGDOM HALL OF JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES. All Welcome, no collections. Jardim Arnaldo Gama, Porto.
Wed 7.30pm Sat 8.15pm www.jw.org

The Algarve
J EWIS
H COMMUNITY OF SOUTH
EWISH
PORTUGAL Shabbat services. Call
922206333.
ALL SAINTS ANGLICAN CHURCH,
Al
GARVE Holy Communion every
AlGARVE
Sunday. Almancil 10.30am Almancil
Community Centre (ASCA). Lagoa

SAVE YOUR STAMPS
trim them to 1/2 cm all round
and send to The Portugal
News, Apt. 13, 8401-901
Lagoa. We will send them to
the Helen Keller Centre
(Biblelands) in Israel where
they are used to fund
education

11am
at
Lagoa
Convent
Chapel.
282380311
www.allsaintsalgarve.org
ST VINCENT’S ANGLICAN CHURCH
C of E. Sun: 9.30am Igreja das Pereiras,
EN125 between Quatro Estradas &
Almancil; 11.30am St Luke’s, Gorjões;
8.00am & 11.30am Igreja N Sra da
Luz, Praia da Luz, nr Lagos. Visitors
are especially welcome. 282 789 660
&
289
366
720
www.stvincentsalgarve.org
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP of Portimão Sun 11am. The
Bridge” (A Ponte), Cedipraia Shopping Centre no. 23 / 282 042 836 / 917
358 098 www.icf-portimao.org
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY LAGOS
LAGOS. Newfrontiers. Sunday service in English 10.30am. Madness Restaurant, Lagos Marina, Lagos. Tel. 910640927 www.icclagos.org
INT. EVANGELICAL CHURCH OF
THE ALGARVE Vale Judeu at 10.30,
just off the EN125 - third left after
Vilamoura entrance in direction of
Faro iec-algrave.com. 289328635.
LAGOA CHRISTIAN FELLOW
SHIP
FELLOWSHIP
SHIP,
English Speaking Calvary chapel of the
Algarve, Sun 11am for comtempory
worship and Christ centered Bible study.
Rua Doutor Basilio Teles 32, Lagoa.
Pastor Jon Martin: 960 159 007
www.lagoafellowship.org
TAVIRA CHRISTIAN CENTRE welcomes all in the name of Jesus. We
meet on Sundays @ 10:30 aiming to
worship in Spirit and Truth.
Find us: EN125 sail roundabout/
Sta.Margarita
exit/400
m
eters/house on right corner.
tavirachristiancentre.wordpress.com.
Facebook; Phone Else 912467792 or
Beth 966807604.
SALVATION ARMY Service Sundays
at 10am in Portuguese. Bible studies
for children, adolescents and adults
in Portuguese starting at 9.30 until
10.30. Rua 25 de Abril, nr. 19, S. Brás
Alportel.
ALL NATIONS
NATIONS, Todas as Nações, All
welcome, contempory worship service and children’s club. Carvoeiro
Tennis Club, Mato Serrão Carvoeiro.
Sundays 10.30am-12.00pm, Stephen
and Elaine 965 360 708
THE LIVING HOPE Baptist Church,
Albufeira. Sun 4pm. Pastor Mark
Pereira, Mob. 964860765.
OASIS CHRISTIAN FELL
OWSHIP
FELLOWSHIP
CONEXAO
CONEXAO, R. Dr. Joaquim Tello 32C,
Lagos. Sun: 11am; Tue: 6.30pm ; Thu:
3.30pm Bible Study. Int. English w/
Portuguese translation available.
Michael - 964
285 351 /
Lois - 914 381 598 www.oasischristian
fellowship.com
R.C. MASS in English, Igreja N Sra da
Luz, Luz near Lagos
Lagos. Saturdays 7pm.
917464353. Lagoa Sunday Mass (in
Portuguese) Vale D’el Rei church, 9 am
Lagoa Main church at 12 noon & Saturday 6.30 pm. Daily Mass at Lagoa Main
church Mon & Fri: 9am & Tues & Thurs:
6.30pm. Carvoeiro Church Sat: 5.30pm
(from 3 Nov), Sun: 10.30am.
LIFE HUB Albufeira Knowing Jesus
and making Him known. House-church
in Balaia meets Thu-7.30pm. Call
Paul on 926482323 for directions.
TAVIRA From December,s Holy Mass
in English will be at 12.15 pm.Church of
Santa Maria Tavira Every Sunday
914621429 tavira@diocese-algarve.pt
KINGDOM HALL OF JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES. All Welcome, no collections. Largo Eng. Sarrea Prado,
Portimão Mon 7.30pm Sat 4pm Tel.
282 476 111 Beco 25 de Abril, Ferreiras,
Albufeira Wed 7.30pm Sun 10:15am
Faro Wed 8.15pm, Sun 3pm Tavira
Wed 7.30pm, Sun 1pm. Odemira Sun
6.15pm www.jw.org
HOUSE OF PRAYE
R CHAPEL Rua
PRAYER
Municipio 31 Next to Hotel Paraiso,
Albufeira Sunday service at 10am and
6pm For more info call now: 919 458
666
WESLEYAN METHODIST CHURCH,
PORTIMÃO. Services Sunday - May
to Sept 5pm, Oct to Apr 4pm. Silveira,
Lote 2 - Lj. A Beco do Moleiro, Caldeira
do Moinho – PORTIMÃO (near the
round about of Aqua Shopping Center)
GPS: 37° 08' 47.92? N 008° 32' 22.13?
W For infos or social help, please
contact
us:
931721005
www.imwportimao.org

Verse of the Week
“Bear with each other and forgive one another if any of
you has a grievance against someone. Forgive as the
Lord forgave you.”
Colossians 3:13 New International Version

Golf

Old habits
die hard N
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Well Happy New Year to everyone
reading this. We at Golf Integrated
Academy wish you the very best for
2019. Now everybody knows that this
time of year lends itself to the habit of
New Year Resolutions, where the bad
habits of the past clash violently with
the good intentions of the future. As
we know from the saying, “Old habits
die hard” the chances of good
intentions beating old habits are slim.
But we try and endeavour to make
ourselves better people.

T

he Tournament
Professionals
don’t do New Year
Resolutions, they
“re-evaluate their focus for
the coming year.” This
normally means changing
their swing coach, mind
guru, tournament diary or
something which will
enhance their
performance and get them
closer to their goals. Now
imagine having your newly
forged resolutions being
scrutinised by the world’s
press. This is exactly the
position I believe Rory
McIlroy finds himself in at
present.
If you missed it, last
week Rory laid out his
plans and more
specifically his playing
schedule for 2019. Now
being a Tournament
Professional with four
Majors under his belt,
currently ranked 8th in the
world rankings and being
eligible to play anywhere
in the world because your
talent enhances any field,
his unveiling of playing
commitments is one of
great interest to the golfing
fraternity.
He has hinted at
relinquishing his
European Tour
Membership and
concentrating his efforts
Stateside because the
events have stronger
fields, bigger purses not to
mention the travel being
easier; him now living in
Florida with his new wife
has probably had an
impact on the decision.
Although I suspect he has
had a good look at his
priorities which is to win
the Masters, this will give
him the career Grand
Slam. So far playing all

around the world prior to
the Masters has not
worked, so staying in the
States, being settled
cannot really come as a
surprise.
Not far down this
imaginary list would be,
for him, to win the Open
Championship which is
being held at Royal
Portrush only an hour
and fifteen minutes from
his home club
Holywood. A home boy
win would be brilliant for
the Championship, Rory
and golf in general.
When put this way it all
makes sense really,
doesn’t it? Why all the
fuss then? Well it really is
down to the way Rory
has declared his
intentions, against the
void of interesting
comments coming out of
the mouths of the pros
these days. These PR
companies have a lot to
answer for. The natural
tribal instincts of the
European Tour kicked in
when Rory called the
European Tour a
“stepping stone” to the
US PGA Tour - this would
be viewed as a betrayal
of the highest order. One
of their players is
defecting to the other
side (of the pond) which
will weaken the
European Tour’s status
and wounding for the
Tour’s Marketing
Department who sell the
big names to the big
sponsors for big money.
Look at all the top
names in European golf;
Rose, Stenson, Poulter,
Rahm, Casey and
McIlroy have had homes
in Florida for years now.
McIlroy also has hosted

Rory McIlroy has hinted at relinquishing his European Tour Membership and concentrating his efforts Stateside
because the events have stronger fields, bigger purses not to mention the travel being easier; him now living in Florida
with his new wife has probably had an impact on the decision.

the Irish Open for the last
four years and in doing so
has put the event firmly on
the map subsequently
enabling the Irish Open to
become a Rolex Event.
One of the top six events
in the Tour’s schedule.
But there lies the
problem, all six Rolex
events come with a one
million euro first prize, (a
stunning amount of
money). But, and it’s a
massive BUT, every
tournament in the States,
which Rory will play in,
comes with a higher prize
fund, bigger purse for the
winner, more world
ranking points which leads

to more sponsorship
endorsements which
means more money.
He has every right to
play wherever he
chooses, we want him to
win as many Majors as
possible if this is the way
for him to do it, then good

luck and have at them!
If the European Tour
can’t financially compete,
and it is easier to get onto
the European Tour than
the PGA Tour (Brookes
Koepka graduated from
Europe to the US) then
sometimes the truth hurts,

but it is the truth
nonetheless. People
shouldn’t be persecuted
for telling the truth.
Remember though, we
might be a little poorer
than them, but we still can
kick their backsides every
two years!
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Sport

Capital Crisis!

N

CHRIS WRIGHT

The new year was full of surprises as Benfica lost at
Portimonense and Sporting tasted defeat at lowly Tondela.
FC Porto march on having racked up eighteen consecutive
victories in all competitions and are now six points clear of
SC Braga at the top of the Primeira Liga.

B
Seferovik, Fejsa and Jardel of Benfica react during their Portuguese First League soccer
match held at Portimonense Stadium, Portimão, Portugal, 2 January 2019. (Photo: E
PA
EPA
PA//
Miguel A. Lopes)

Olhanense continue at municipal stadium
Last weekend SC Olhanense recorded their third consecutive win in the
Campeonato Portugal Division D as they beat 1st Dezembro 2-1 in Lisbon.
Caleb, with his fourth of the season, and Fábio Pereira got the all
important goals.
Olhanense move up to
sixth place as they chase
the all important play-off
places. The team will
continue their use of the
Olhão Municipal Stadium
(approximately one
kilometre north of the
EN125 on the N2-60)
against Moura on Sunday
kick-off at 3.00pm.

Three recent signings
should help to strengthen
the side as the new Italian
investors, under the
leadership of Andrea
Papadia, continue their
quest to return top flight
football to the town. 24
year-old Nigerian centreforward Adewale Sapara
has already scored eight

goals in thirteen
appearances for Division C
outfit Oleiros whilst the
Italian-Bulgarian Vladislav
Zhikov, a former Livorno
and Milan player, should
give extra depth in midfield.
The final member of the trio
is Senegalese goalkeeper
Alioune Fall a former player
with Parma (Italy).

National women’
women’ss team loses against Spain in
futsal Euro preparation
Portugal’s national women’s futsal team on Tuesday lost against Spain by
4-3 in a preparation game for the final stage of the Women’s Futsal Euro,
which took place in Los Realejos, Tenerife, in the Canary Islands.
Carla Vanessa (4th
minute), Fifó (7th) and
Rute Duarte (10th) scored
the goals for Portugal.
Patricia González (3rd),
Consu (16th) and Mayte
Mateo (29th and 34th)

scored the goals for Spain.
On Wednesday, the two
teams faced each other
again, also in Tenerife.
Portugal and Spain
could meet in the final
stage of the Euro, which is

to take place in Gondomar,
northern Portugal,
between 15 and 17
February, if they win in the
semi-finals and against
Ukraine and Russia,
respectively.

enfica terminated
the contract of
manager Rui
Vitória following
the defeat at Portimonense
with Benfica B coach
Bruno Lage taking charge
of the first team until a
replacement is appointed.
The 48-year-old coach had
been under intense
scrutiny in recent weeks
following a string of poor
performances.
Vitória took charge at the
Estádio da Luz in 2015
after the sensational
switch of his predecessor
Jorge Jesus to fierce city
rivals Sporting. During his
tenure as Benfica
manager Vitória won two
championship titles, one
Portuguese Cup, one
League Cup and two
Super Cups. He also
oversaw the successful
integration of a host of
academy players into the
senior team, such as
Ederson, Nélson Semedo,
Victor Lindelöf, Renato
Sanches, Gonçalo Guedes
all who went on to earn the
club huge transfer fees as
they were quickly sold on.
Two disastrous
Champions League
campaigns did not help his
cause including, at the end
of November, the 5-1
humiliation against Bayern
Munich in Germany.
Following the Bayern
game news broke that club

president Luís Filipe Vieira
had dismissed the
manager only for Vitória to
be given a stay of
execution. In a bizarre
press conference the
following morning Vieira
said: “I saw a light, and it
came to me in the night
that he should continue.”
The media have wasted
no time in speculating
about Vitória’s possible
successor, with José
Mourinho, Jorge Jesus,
Leonardo Jardim and
Paulo Fonseca among the
names mentioned
although it has been
reported that JosÉ
Mourinho has ruled
himself out of contention.
Whilst the red half of
Lisbon wondered who
would be their new coach
the green half of the city
was hoping to leapfrog
their bitter rivals but
suffered a shock 2-1 defeat
against ten-man Tondela.
The Lions were a goal
down after just six minutes
but must have fancied their
chances when the home
side had João Jaquite
sent-off five minutes after
the interval. Amazingly
Tondela increased their
lead through Tomane
(74’). Two minutes later
Sporting pulled a goal
back thanks to a Jeremy
Mathieu strike but despite
their dominance could not
find the equaliser. SC

Braga, now in second
place behind Porto, have
quietly gone about their
business having recorded
six victories and six clean
sheets in their last seven
games.
FC Porto press on
relentlessly towards a
second consecutive
Primeira Liga title with
wins away at CD Aves (1-0)
and a 3-1 home win
against Madeira outfit CD
Nacional. The signing of
veteran defender Pepe on
Tuesday will give Porto
valuable cover as they face
the knock-out stages of the
Champions League.
Pepe, 35, spent three
seasons at Porto from
2004-07, winning two
league titles before a 30m
euros move to Real
Madrid where he spent ten
years winning three La
Liga crowns and lifting the
Champions League trophy
three times.
The arrival of Pepe may
enable the Dragons to
release 20 year-old
Brazilian defender Éder
Militão who has attracted
interest from Real Madrid,
Everton, Manchester
United and Liverpool. His
transfer release clause is
thought to be in the region
of 45m euros, a large sum
to pay for a player who has
only made a dozen
appearances in the
Primeira Liga.

